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MICE TEN CENTS

MANSLAUGHTER
Dedsioa Reached

m

After Short While

ill

In

Grout Court

After dellkeratliif

N

minotes,

Circuit Court Jury of six

i

a

men and

lx women found Mr*.

Helen
Ifcomu, 17, guilty of manslaughter
in the shotgun slaying last Aug.
18 of her husband, Emmerton, 84.
The Jury returned for deliberations
at 8 p.m. after being excused for
lunch at 18:18 p.m. The young Mrs.
Thomas will return for sentence

1

Nov. • at 10 a.m.

GRAND HAVEN

-

(Special)
trial of 17-year-old
Helen Thomas charged In tha shotgun slaying of her 24-year-oldhusband, Emmerson, last Aug. 13,
went to the jury at 11:40 a.m.
today after attorneys' arguments
took less than an hour.

The murder

ipi

ISiHK

Testimonyand proofs were completed at 9:30 a.m. and the coyrt
recesseduntil 10:05 a.m. when
Prosecutor James W. Bussard and
Defense Attorney Randall Dekker
presented their arguments.
Dekker, who spoke first,told the

mm

jury, "The sole responsibilityof
the future of this little girl rests
with you," and he nodded to tiny

93-pound Mrs. Thomas. Dekker
dwelt at length on the mistreatment the girl had suffered at the
hands of her 200-pound husband,
and said. "The third party in this
marriage was King Alcohol." He
described the last few days and
the brutal developments ending
with the shooting, whereupon Mrs.
Thomas burst into audible tears
for the first time In the two-day
trial. Previously she had wept

I

MURDER TRIAL CONTINUES — The

quietly.

Wednesday afternoon. Her

RUNNING AND WAITING

—

On*

of th* largest runs of th*

largest perch to swim into Lake Macotawo from Lake Michigan
in

many

years caused fishermenand

women to grab poles and
The run was reported

bait and return to the docks this week.

heaviest Monday and Tuesday, but by Wednesday both the sizt^

and number of fish had thinned, due, fishermen suppose, to tha.
choppy water. One angler, though, couldn't figure it out. "Fish
are funny," was all he could say. Pictured here are a number of
those waiting for the run at the Macotawo T-dock.
(Sentinel photo)

center photograph shows Mrs. Thomas bnd Dekker
(bqck to camera) sitting exhausted after being on the
stand for more than one hour. These are the first
pictures ever taken during the course of a trial in
Circuit Court. An Auto-Rolleiflex was used. All
pictures were taken in natural light at f 3.5 at 1'25

"She was provoked Into shooting her husband. This is not murTwo Tradu Damaged
der." Dekker said.
day this morning at 9 a.m. The 17-year-old former
Prosecutor Bussard emphasized In US-31 Collision
Holland housewife faces a first degree murder charge
that people have not reached the
in Ottawa Circuit Court as the result of the shotgun
One person was Injured and two
stage when the life of a mate can
slaying of her 24-year-old husband, Emmerson, on
be taken when violationsof the trucks damaged Tuesday In a In
Aug. 13 in their Jenison Park home. Mrs. Thomas
tell the truth before he describes the scene the ni
second.
marralge vows occur. "Mr. Dek- collision
kt 32nd St
(Sentinel photos)
(upper left) takes an oath from William Wilds before
of Aug. 13 when he arrived at the Thomas home.
ker says the full responsibilityof
David Lawrehce Carlin, 23,
Mrs. 'Diomas' future rests with
Granger, Ind., was treated at Hoiyou, but this is not so. It is her
Police Probe Break-In
Three Grand Haven
responsibility.It is your ruponsibillty to look at the facts. The
heading north on US-31.
At Grand Haven Garage
Arretted by State Folice
Medical Examiner
defendant is entitled to mercy, yes,
A second truck, driven by
but
did
Mrs.
Thomas
show
mercy
Sayi Victims Dead
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
(Special)
when itt'fUibJtl-herliusbandwith Man^n Vanden Beldt, route 5, was
City police are investigating a
City police Monday !d^fff"vrrtsTRl
driving east on '32nd St. Vanden
From 8 to 12 Honrs
a shotgun and pulled the trigger."
break-in at Grand Haven Motor
three Grand Haven men near
Beldt told Ottawa County deputies
"Your
verdict
must
be
based
on
Co. on WashingtonSt. near Beech
Grand Haven state park and filed
(Special)
ALLEGAN (Special)- Not since facts, not on sympathy. Justice he stopped and then pulled out on- GRAND
Plans are completedfor the an- Tree St. last night. A window on
One of the best free shows in related charges on liquor and
to the highway.
A
couple was found dead in a ear
the
early
days
of
Michigan
when
will
be
done
today
when
you
renual Junior Chamber of Com- the west side was pried open and the city in several years Ts slated driving.
communitiesactually resorted to turn your verdict based upon the The impact knocked a piece of at the Tri-Citiesmarine terminal
merce sponsored Holland commu- the culprits sawed off a hinge on to be completed this afternoon.
George Klukos. 28. of 20 Eas- physical combat to determine facts," Bussard said.
heavy machinery off C a r 1 i n* s
at 5:40 a.m. Tuesday by Alfred
nity Halloween party next Wed- the safe and broke the combina- A 126-foot length of pipe over tern Ave., pleaded not guilty in which town should be designated
truck. Deputies Issued Vanden
In
charging
the
jury
of
six
men
tion but could not get the door off. the Black River, connectingthe Municipal Corxt Tuesday to charges
the county seat has a county been and six women, Circuit Judge Ray- Beldt a ticket for failureto yield Kosher, KM4 Milton Rd., Benton
nesday evening at, the Civic CenOfficers said an acetylene torch completed ends of the pipelinesys- of furnishing beer to a minor and as sharply divided as Allegan
mond L. Smith said the jury has the right of way. Damage’ to the Harbor, a truck driver who went
ter, beginningat 6:30.
from the garage was used along tem from I^ike Michigan to Hol- trial was set Nov. 8 at 1:30 p.m. finds itself split over the question
only
three choices-firstdegree trucks was estimated at 8650, dep- into the terminalfor a load of
The party will feature a costume with other tools and it appears the land was swung into place this
Bond of 850 was not furnished. of where the proposed 5800,000 murder, second degree murder and uties said.
gas.
parade followed by a program of culprits abandoned the job when morning.
Samuel Louis Kimball, 18, of 209 county medical care facility shall manslaughter.He said there can
movies and special acts, including the oxygen ran out. Nothing was
Edward Martinez, 27, of 3 EastTwo cranes are being employed,
be located.
be no acquittal since there has
a shooting demonstration by state reported missing. William Vander one on the bank and another on a North Sixth St. pleaded guilty to
ern Ave., Grand Haven, and Mrs.
charges of driving on a revoked
Members of the Board of Super- been no plea of self defense, justpolice. The Holland chapter of the Sys, an employe, discovered the barge. At noon, both ends were
Gladys Ruth McCombs, 24, of 1092
Fraternal Order of Police will fur- break-in when he reported for work off the ground and the barge was license and was sentenced to pay visors— or at least a majority of ifable homicide, temporary insanMt. Garfield Ave., Muskegon,were
$25 fine and 86.10 costs plus two them— continue to claim that -it ity, or the like.
nish cider and cups. Lt. Emit this morning.
in the car which was parked in an
ready to be set afloat.
was the “million-dollarprice tag”
A first degree murder verdict
Bear, who’ is president of the fraThe crane on the barge, pulled days in the county jail. He will that defeated the proposal when it
inner drivewayafter it had driven
Visit
automatically carries a life term.
ternity, which includes police and
and the crane on the bank push- serve an additional10 days if fine
into a driveway and bumped into
was first put before the voters last A second degree conviction car"deputies from Holland and neared and the pipe should move into and costs are not paid. He pleaded spring.
a fence. The 1M7 model car was
not
guilty
to
possession
of
beer
in
ries any term, and manslaughter Principal A. J. Buchanan anby communities, said his group
place. The joining will complete
in gear and only one front window
While the arguments center has up to a 15-year maximum.
will be serving free refreshments
nounced today that Holland High wing was open. The exhaust pipe
one of the biggest steps in Hol- a car and trial was set Nov. 8 at
3:30 p.m. Bond of 850 was not fur- around the site question, this will
When court convened at 9 a.m. School will be visited by an ac- had been broken off. The car was
during the entire evening. Dutch
land’s water project.
not even be on the ballot Nov. 6. today, Mrs. Thomas was wearing creditationteam from the Univernished.
Boy Bakery again is donating
not running and apparently had
high necked white blouse, dark sity of Michigan and the North
doughnuts.
John Stille. Jr., 20, of 1717 Wav- Actually, the supervisors already
r- * out of gas.
have
voted
to
place
the
medical
skirt
and
pink
cardigan
sweater.
Central Association on Oct. 31.
erly Ave, was charged with allowAccordingto medical examiner
The window painting contest is The Board of Appeals hearing
facility in or near Otsego and, She wore the familiar bobby sox
ing a person to drive while his lischeduled during the weekend and Monday night listened to two reDonald W. Dolan, general con- Peter McArthur,both the victims,
while their action is not irrevoc- and carried a small black purse.
cense was revoked.
contestants will meet at the Civic quests for permission to build adsultantfrom the Bureau of School who had been employed aj; the
able, the present sympathies of
Defense Lawyer Dekker called
Center parking lot to have paints ditions to commercial property
Services will head the accredita- Peerless Novelty Co., had been
*the board are such that re-opening as his first witness Mrs. Velva
assigned Saturday at 9 a.m. The contrary to the city building ordition group which will be compos- dead from asphyxiation from eight
the site question could only come Howard of Holland who testified
contest is open to grade school nance and a complaint was regised of members from the fields of to 12 hours. Both bodies are at the
about as a result of extreme pres- that on one occasion she had givchildren and involves painting on tered against each proposal.
English, Social Science. Physical Van Zantwick Funeral Home.
sure on a personal, constituent-to- en Mrs. Thomas shelter after she
The Holland Junior Chamber of
Education, Foreign Language,and State police investigated.
the windows of cooperating downThe hearing was to determine
supervisor
basis.
Commerce has launched a get-outhad gone to the Howard home af- Guidance.
Mr. Martinez, 27, born in Aritown merchants.
whether Samuel and William FabiWhat voters will be asked to de- ter being mistreated by her husthe-vote campaign to run through
Jaycees Art Van Dyke and Hal ano could add to their property
of
The accreditation team will zona, Oct. 19, 1929, lived in West
cide Nov. 6 is whether the board band.
Nov. 5 under the directionof Donn
Olive two years and in Grand
'niomhill are in charge of the win- at 26 West Eighth St. and whether
will be authorized to issue 5800,Lindeman. Each Jaycee will have
ProsecutorBussard then called spend the full day in Holland High Haven the past three years. He
dow painting and all entries are Samuel Caruso could construct a four square blocks in which to
School
and
will
carefully
look
at
An Interest- free loan of 82,500 000 in bonds to finance the hos- two rebuttalwitnesses,Rufus Saywas employed at Peerless Novelcleared through them.
like improvement to his building
make his calls.
has been granted to the city of pital and increase the tax limita- lor and his wife. Saylor testified all phases of the school program. ty Co. He was married in Crown
The Jack-O-Lanterncontest at 28 West Eighth St.
Afler
their
visit
they
will
meet
tion
by
1.25
mills
to
pay
off
the
Paricipating in this civic pro- Holland by the Federal Housing
he and the deceased were dose
Point, Ind., June 4, 1952 to Hazel
again is being staged for grade
The city ordinance provides that gram are Bryan Athey, Avery
and Home Finance Agency for bonds over a 20-year period.
buddies. He also said he had with the Board of Educationand Bartylla who survived him as do
school children and all entriesare a 25-foot rear yard whereas the
the
Curriculum
Council
for
an
eveBut
the
rivalry
between
Otsego
Baker. John Bender, John Benson. preliminaryprogramming and
known Mrs. Thomas before her
a three - year - old daughter, Edto be brought to DeNooyer Chev- proposed buildingwould allow only
Ed Boer, Clarence Boeve, A1 planning for more adequate public and Allegan that began on the marriage, and when the Thomas- ning meeting. At this time they na Stephanie, of Grand Haven his
rolet garage Tuesday afternoon, 11 feet to the rear of the buildBnwster, Harold Combs, Gord library facilities.City Manager footballfields before the turn of es were married they lived with will present some of their findings mother, Mrs. Louise Martinezand
Oct. 30 for display and judging. ing. Marie Pieper objected to the
the century has reached an allCunningham,Roy Do Bolt. John Herb Holt announced Friday.
the Saylors in their home for and suggestions.
Prizes for all contests will be on building on the grounds that she
time
high
in recent weeks over
These accreditationvisits are re- two sisters, all of Mexico and two
De Haan, Paul De Kok, Les DeNotification that the loan had
about six months.
display at Brouwer Furniture.
wanted to abide by the code and ridder, Fred De Wilde, Andy Dothe medical facility site question.
quired
once during each four brothers in Chicago.
Saylor testified on direct examibeen granted was disclosed in a
Funeral services will be held
felt it would be impossible for the cos, Bill Douma, A1 Dyk.
Allegan
argues that its site
nation that he never saw the four year period in a Class A high from Van Zantwick Funeral Chatelephone conversation between
fire department to fight a fire in
Norm Ettmueller, Jack Ewart, Holt and tie office of John P. Mc- would Ik? more economicaland ef- Thomases fight in the Saylor school.
Money, Titles, Deeds
pel Friday at 2 p.m. with burial
the narrow alley.
Joe Field, John Fonger. Bill For- collum, regional administrator of ficient because: Allegan Health home, had never seen Emmerson Suggestions given by the accred in Lake Forest Cemetery. The
Fire
Chief
Andrew
Klomparens
Center
facilities
would
be
nearby
Stolen From Super Market
berg, Don Gilcrest, Dick Gross- the federal agency.
strike his wife and said Mrs itationteam during the visit are body of Mrs. Me Combs was transtold the board he would not object nickle. Ray Helder, Earl Helmers,
and available; the social welfare
Thomas
never complained about in a report sent to the Receiving ferred to Sytsema Funeral Home
The
money
will
be
spent
on
a
GRAND
(Special)
to the requests.
Don Hillebrands, Ken Kleis, Paul six-month analysis of the Holland department,administrators of the any mistreatment. He said he had Committee of the North Central in Muskegon.
City police are looking for robbers
hospital, would not have to spend
The Caruso and Fabiano plans Klomparens, Donn Lindeman, AnAssociation.J. J. Riemersma,
who took 8517.12 in cash, the titles call for building on a straight line dy Naber, Ed Nyland, Richard library system and recommenda- so much time on the road between never observed any bruises she principal of Holland High School
might
have
received
from
her
husto three automobiles, the deeds to with the rear of the J. C. Penney Parker, Jay C. Petter,Gord Plag- tion of any constructionand finan- the office in Allegan and the prois a long - time member of this Record 8,896 Voters
band's mistreatment.
three homes and the deed to the store, which now- has an 11-foot gemars, Ray Reidsma, Bob Res- cing.
posed hospital; dental and medical
group. They do no review high
Saylor explaind he and Thomas
The
Library
Board
in
June
reRegistered in City
building when the Ruiter Super rear yard. An applicationhas also corla.
specialists are concentrated in Alschools of their own state at these
played
cards
and
drank
together
Market at 1120 WashingtonSt. was been received from Dale Fris to
Don S c h o 1 e n, Art Schwartz, commended the architecturalfirm legan: ft is more centrallylocated often. They would not drink dur- meetings.
After cleaning out his files, City
burglarized sometime Thursday build out to the 11-footline, but George Slikkers,Harold Thornhill, of Kammeraad and Stroop to con- In the county and thus it would
High schools after complying Clerk Clarence Grevengoedreporting the week but would go out on
>*
no date has been set for that Howard Topp, James Townsend, duct the study and the contract be more convenientfor friends
with the recommendation retain ed Friday there are
Friday night and drink while their
record
The theft was discovered at 12:28 hearing. Ward Hansen has received Art Van Dyke, Tom Vander Kuy, will be submittedfor City Coun- and relativesto visit patients.
their accreditationto both the UniWives
were
shopping
for
groceries
8,896 registered votes in the city
Otsego contends that:
a.m. Friday when Officer Joseph permissionand has added to his Mike Van Oort, Gord Van Putten, cil approval Nov. 7.
versityof Michigan and the North
of Holland. The total represents a
Me Alevy, who lives across'the structure until It now has a six Charles Van Zylen, Warren Veur- Under conditionsof the loan, the It, too, has doctors and dentists and after they took their wives Central Association.
home
they would go out again to
net increase of 787 since the
money
is
to
be
repaid
if
and
when
and
that
the
facilities
of
Crispe
street, checked the outside door and one-tenth foot alley.
ink. Norm Wangen, Bill Welling,
August primary.
Memorial Hospital,although smal drink. He said the deceased nevconstruction begins.
and found it jimmied. Inside, he
Rear yards behind other build- Paul Winchester, Bob Zigler.
er ran around with any other wo- Emblem Gab Hears
All wards contain more than
elr
and
located
two
miles
away
In
The
planning
and
program
will
found the safe in a back room had ings in the vicinity: Fris', 22 feet;
1,000 voters with hie largest being
Plalnwell, are just as good as man and added he had never
cover the following points:
been smashed.
Pieper'* 28.8 feet. Fabiano'sproAbout Prestatie Huis
Betty Lon Van
the two precinctsin Ward 6 which
1. Analysis on population trends those of the Allegan Health Cen- heard Mrs. Thomas c o m p 1 ain
Since no one in the vicinity re- perty now has a 29-foot rear yard
about
her
husband's
drinking
eithtotal 1,779. The count in other
ter;
the
proposed
site
would
be
on
and use of public library facilities
ported hearing any disturbance, while the Caruso buildinghas a 34- Honored on Birthday
A regular monthly meeting of
with a forecast of the present and a main highway with public bus er in the Saylor home or in her Holland Emblem Club No. 211 was wards:
police believe professionals were foot rear yard.
Ward 1, 1,121; Ward, 2, 1,396;
transportation available to those own home. He reiterated he had
Involved.
Betty Lou Van Kampen who cel- future needs of the city.
held Thursday evening at the Elks
never heard Mrs. Thomas accuse
Ward 3, 1,220; Ward 4, first pre2. Analysis of means of meeting wishing to visit the hospital; and
The automobile and house titles
ebrated her 10th birthday anniverClub. Mrs. Marie Botsis, president,
her husband of hitting her.
cinct, 779, second precinct, 921;
6 Medical Examiners
belonged to the three owners of the
sary last Thursday was honored at the forecasted demands in terms that Otsego is more centrally loconducted th* business meeting.
On
cross/xamination, Saylor anWard
5, first precinct,853, second
cated
as, far as the county's popustore.
Highlight of the evning was an
Added in AUegan County a party given by her parents, Mr. ct American Library Association lation is concerned.
swered tire defense attorney,
precinct,827. The sixth ward has
and Mrs. Dick Van Kampen at standards. Expansionand rehabiliaddress by Miss Mary Rhoades of
would say he (Thomas) was
831 in the first precinct and 948
tation of present facilities, combiAUliEGAN (Special) — On rec- their home, 634 West 23rd St.
Prestatie Huis, who told of her
Court Dismisses
true man."
in the second.
Games were played with prizes nation of public and public school Car Hits Deer
ommendation of the health comwork
with
the mentallyretarded
(See earlier stories on pages
libraries
and
the
constniction
of
a
going
to
Barbara
Hilbink,
Lynn
mittee, Allegan county supervisors
children. The Emblem Club, in
Bad Check Case
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A and 20.)
have approved appointmentot'iix Lugers and Karen Streur. Supper new central library or branch li- 1956 car was damaged to the exconjunctionwith the inter-fraternalMan Pays Fine
GRAND
(Special)
additionaldeputy medical exam- was served at a table decorated braries will also be studied.
auxiliaries, will assist In a project
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tent of 8250 when it struck an
Robert G. Landwer, 33, route
in blue and white and centered 2. Propose a means to meet the eight - point buck at 11 p.m. Wed Another 100 Percenter
iners.
for Prestatie Huis.
Charles E. Scott, 22, of 608 South
Taft Road, Spring Lake, who i
The new deputies,named at the with a large decorated birthday needs with a detailed report show- nesday on M-50 a quarter mile
One more local firm was added
Tte group also is making plans Ferry St.,l.Gi
'Grand Haven, paid 810
cently has been living in Chica- request of the Ottawa County cake.
ing size, kind and locationof faci- east of Eighth Ave. in Tallmadge today to the 100 percent list of tor its bazaar Nov. 30 at the club, fine and 87.80 costs in Justice Eva
go, appeared in Circuit Court late Medical Society,include D. E. De
Tho$e honoringBetty Lou were lities and total estimated costs of township. The car was driven by the Single SolicitationPlan, Inc. . The jackpot prize was won by Woricman’s court Wednesday night
Tuesday afternoon and, upon pay- Witt, Douglas; James Clark, Beverly Kiekintveld,Patty Sprick, construction,site and equipment Dale Van Farowe, 20, route 1, a program in which local firms Mrs. Jeanette ftaffenaud.Lunch for transporting and
ment of 8668.06 Judge Raymond L. FennviUe; Henry TenPas, Hamil- Paula Sprick, Norla Jurries,Lynn Sketches will be drawn of the site Jenison.The deer was turned over match contributions of employes was served by Mesdames Flora loaded
Smith ordered that a charge of ton; A. G. Goude, Hopkins; Harry Lugers, Sharon Ann Overway, and exterior of any construction to Conservation Officer Harold for Community Cheit and other Kouw and Ihrma Knapp, co-chair- Olive
MP Oct 21
issuing a check without an ac- Schnieter, Allegan and Lewis Karen Streur. Barbara Hilbink and with preliminarydrawings of in- Bowditch by the sheriff’sdepart- charities. Latest on the list is men, Roberta Bourn an and Sybil was by
count be nolle prosequied.
en “
j.
menu
i
ternal arrangements.
Hekman Rusk£o.
Brown, of Otsego. All are doctors. Patty
Helen Thomas went into

its

trial of Mrs.

second and probably final

testifyinglate

sister, 11-

year-oldBeulah (lower left) stands with Prosecutor
James Bussard before taking the stand. At upper
right Mrs. Thomas casts a questioning look at her
attorney Randall Dekker during the initial questionDeputy Peter Meeuwsen (lower right) swears to

Pair Founil
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t
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At Grand
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Halloween Party

Medical Facility

<

-

GRAND HAVEN

-

Slated Oct.

Mow

Flares

-

HAVEN

UofMJCA Team
Plans

HHS

Holland Receives
Grant

HAVEN

$2,500

-

1

night. i

a
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-
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Bussard Relates
Events Leading

145 Attend Installation

Up Of Local

OES
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They Scoffed

at Pat

Suburban and

Officers

Rural

When He

Women

First

Proposed Straits Span
By Harry Whlteley

Star of Bethlehem Chapter No.

To

Homas Murder

40, held its seventieth installation

Canvass

of officers service Saturday eve-

Homes

6

Men and

6

Women

Serving ai Jury
In Circuit

GRAND

Court

HAVEN

(Special)

Community Chest

ed with bouquetsof white mums
and featuring a light focused on
a blue heart trimmed with roses
and a sheaf. About 145 attended.

Members and

Solicitation

friends were greet-

ed by Mr. and Mrs. Claude
year old Ketchum, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald

in

Wives at Dinner

Extends

lows:

Circuit Eastern Star Flag was presented.

Section 1
Captains. Mrs. John S. Percival, Jr., Mrs. Robert A. Wright;
v'orkers, Mrs. Percival, 1 Mrs.
James Hayward, Mrs. Carl Rei-

Mrs. Lorraine Broker, Mrs. Nell
Stanaway and Louis Padnos were
in charge of the guest book and

mink, Mrs. Seth Kalkman, Mrs.
Robert Wright, Mrs. George
Hoving, Jr.

Court.
A jury of six men and six women was selected by 10:30 a.m.
and the court reconvened after a
recess at 11 a.m. and heard Prosecutor James W. Bussard’s opening statement as well as the testimony of four prosecutionwitness-

Fete

Guests at the annual Ladies
Night
of the Kiwanis Club MonOver Wide Area
day night were amused and enMany women in the rural and
suburban areas are canvassing tertainedby a delightful and colorhomes these days for the Holland ful talk on the “Memories of MexCommunity Chest. Personnelfol- ico” by W. W. (Bill) Burgee of

The murder trial of 1? •
Helen Thomas charged with the Pierson and Howard Hendricks.
shotgun slaying of her 24-year-old Mrs. EsteUe Schipper, retiring
husband, Emmerson, last Aug. 13 Worthy Matron we 1 c o m ed the
in their modest Jenison Park group. George Hemwall, retiring
worthy patron, led the pledge of
home near Holland, got off to a allegianceto the Flag and the
fast start Wednesday

Kimnians

•

ning in the chapter room, decorat-

Van Wagoner

ST. IGNACE — It was interesting to note that the site of this
bridge was determinedyears ago
by Pat Wagoner, then state highway commissionerand later governor who generally was criticized
for being in advance- of his time,

but despite the publicity, some of
which this writer contributed,Pat
built a long dirt fill out from the
St Ignace end and protected it
with gigantic slabs of stone and
it has remained to be used this
day as part of the foundations for
Hillsdale.The affair was held at
the bridge, land approach. GoverAmerican Legion Country Club.
nor Van Wagoner today is a memBurgee who was president of the ber of the commission which adAmerican Milling Co. in Mexico ministers the project for the
City for more than three years State.
told his audience some of the huThe dexterityof the men at work
morous and serious aspects of the
on
the job, which is not without
people, the government and the
its dangerous aspects, compels
Americans living there.
John Swieringa entertained with one’s admiration. While we were
dinner music, an organ interlude
at the site, there was a change of
and led group singing.
Arrangementswere in charge of shift and we talked to one of the

Section 2
programs.
Captain. Mrs. Kenneth Topp;
Mrs. Athalie Clark, installedas
workers, Mrs. Bernard Waterway,
Worthy Matron, was escorted by
Mrs. Babriel Kuite, Mrs. Warren
Jacob Hoffman, a friend of the
Wolters.
family, and officers and as she
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Walker as- men who was leaving shore to go
Section S
was presented with a bouquet of
es.
sisted by William DuMond, Mrs. to his Job. We asked him where he
Miss Audrey Veenmon
Captains, Mrs. Gordon Kardux,
Bussard’s formal statement cov- roses, officers formed a large
Claude Lamoreaux arranged the worked and he pointed to the top
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Veenman
of
Mrs.
Julius
Karsten;
workers,
ered events of the day leading up heart as tribute to Mrs. Clark,
colorful fall flower arrangements. of one of the 552-foot towers.
323
River
Ave.,
announce
the
enMrs. Paul Plaggemars, Mrs. Berto the shooting and said when all while Mrs. Kay Welton accompanAndrew Dalman, presidentof "How do you get there?” we querthe facts are known the jury will ied by Mrs. Arthur Keane sang gagement of their daughter, Aud- nard Rowan, Mrs. Harvey RieKiwanis was toastmaster and Wil- ied. "I walk, he said. "It takes me
rey,
to
Wayne
Lemmen,
son
of
uphold the first degree charge, al- Just for Today.’’
mersma, Mrs. George Mannes,
liam Du Mond introduced the 15 minutes just to climb the catthough he pointed out that the jury
William Clark was installedas Mr. and Hrs. Don Lemmen of 32 Mrs. Bernard Waterway, Beverly speaker.
walk to the top.’’ We noticed
can reduce this charge to second worthy patron. He was escorted by East 35th St.
Israels, Mrs. Corneal Israels, Mrs.
many of the workers did not
degree or manslaughter.
Gordon Scheerhom, Mrs. John
his niece Miss Billie Ann Clark of
bother to use the catwalk bur
The youthful defendant wore a Grand Haven as Mrs. Welton sang
Mesbergen. Mrs. John Koning,'
walked up the cable itself "with
brown dress and bobby sox for her “Lord Speak to Me.” Others inMrs. Kenneth Oosterbaan, Mrs.
no hands," as one might say.
Gifts
first day at trial. Mostly she sat stalled were Donald Shaver, assoJene Beukema, Mrs. Wilbur Kouw,
Despite its dangers, there have
with eyes downcastand crying si- ciate patron; Margaret Murphy,
Mrs. Jerald Gebben, Mrs. Wilbeen only five accidental deaths
lently. Mrs. Gerald Vanderbeek, secretary; Grace Morris, treasurliam Kiefer, Mrs. Jack Nichols,
jail matron, sat directly behind e; Elsie Hendriks, conductess;
Vern Schipper, director of on this job. Two occurred during
Mrs. Herbert Chirldess, Mrs.
her. When court opened, there Dorothy Filkins,associate conduccommunity
services for the Holland the constructionof the underI FOUND THAT ONE — The two dogs appear to be pointing out
Kenneth Harper, Mrs. Winifred
were few spectators, but as the tress; Bertha Mattison, chaplain;
Public schools and Carroll Norlin, water concrete foundations and
to Henry Webster of Muskegon that they were the ones who
Ball.
First reports for Community
trial advanced the court room was Dorothy Pattison, marshal; Jeanprincipalof Thomas Jefferson three who fell from the tower
flushed the pheasants while all he had to do was shoot them.
Section
4
Chest gifts Oct 2-1 indicated that
almost filled by noon.
school and a member of the area when a supporting rope broke and
Webster was one of hundreds of hunters who were on hand in
ette Jillson, organist; Alberta
Captain,
Mrs.
Fred
Buursma;
the mark is $6,400, or approximateFirst two witnesses called were
threw five of them from their
Ottawa County for the opening day of the season Saturday. ConSimpson, Adah; Ruth Anys, Ruth;
workers. Mrs. Gertrude Topp, study group, explained and answerly
10
percent
of
the
assigned
goal
Elmer Lawson who gave his ad- Jesse Lowe, Esther; Sigrid Kieft,
ed questions about the area study holds. Two survivedand one ol
servation officers reported the number of hunters was about the
Mrs.
Calvin
Kolean,
Mrs.
Harold
of $66,050.
dress as 360 River Ave., Holland,
at a meeting of WashingtonSchool the most heroic and unpublicized
Martha; Dorothy B e n d i x e n,
same as in previous years but the initialkill was dpwn.
Bos, Mrs. Ted De Graaf.
Campaign
Chairman
and his cousin Eugene Laswon. Electa; FlorenceVistor, Warder;
Parent TeachersAssociation Tues- incidents was the rescue of one
(Sentinel photo)
Section
5
Taylor appealed to all volunteer
They gave substantiallythe same
who clung to a cable down which
George Burns, Jr., Sentinel;Percy workers to get their calls made Captain, Mrs. William Bower- day night.
testimony. The two had gone to
Schipper explained why the Hol- went a companion, hand- overWalker, flag bearer; lone Bachelas quickly as possible and report man; workers, Mrs. B. Rooks,
the Thomas home that evening
lor, instructor;Ramona Swank to their division chairmen. He said Mrs. Marvin Van Hekken, Mrs. land area was undergoing a study hand to give him needed support
where they drank some beer, then
until both could be reached. Our
and Bertha Mattison, soloists.
a “not at home” note on a name Howard Glupker,Mrs. Russell A. for school facilities. In taking a
the three men went to a tavern
look at the education picture, he conductor who saw the accident
Installing officers were Clara should have follow-ups before the Thornton.
and picked up a half dozen cans
said that one of the greatest as- declared it to be the most courageMcClellan, installing officer;-Ru- material is turned in.
Section 6
of beer which they consumed afdolph Erickson, assistantinstalling
He also pointed out that in view Captain, Mrs. Harvey Tinholt; sets in the United States is the ous exploit ever to come to his atter riding around, and returned
officer; Alberta Simpson, marshal; of the higher quota, contributions workers,Mrs. R. Lalley, Mrs. minds of boys and girls and thus attention.
for some more.
Eugene Lawson admitted to the lone Bachellor, assistantmarshal; should at least match or exceed Dale Grissen, Mrs. C. J. Van it is necessary that the best faciThese bridge builders are a speClaudia Thompson, chaplain; gifts last year, and solicitors Tamelen, Mrs. William Orr, Mrs. lities be obtained for trainingthese
court that he had a date with
cializedclan in that they do little
children. The elementary schools
Etta Gregory whom the three met Kathryn Dekker, organist and Kay should try to encourage larger Robert Hall, Mrs. Richard Baker.
else except high altitude work, gogifts wherever possible.
just a littlelater on the city lim- Welton, soloist.
Mrs. Harvey Beelen, Mrs. Wayne have been expanded and new ones
built
so
that
the
problem
of
the
Out
of
town
guests
were
fr
o
m
ing from one job to another of a
For
persons
asking
about
the
its on 32nd St near Harrington
Vander Yacht.
elementaryschools has somewhat similar kind. Our workman friend,
school. Eugene said he got into Detroit,Grand Haven, Muskegon, average gift, chest leaders have
Section 7
Saugatuck,Reed City, S p r in g said that a four-hour pay contriher car and then Mn.
Captain, Mrs. Robert Long- been met, he said, but in the high answering our inquiry as to the efschool and junior high overcrowded fect of wind pressures said that
and her 12-year-oldsister, Beulah L a ke, Kalamazoo, Charlevoix, bution or more is encouraged.
street; workers. Mrs. R. H. Muller,
Progress of this year’s campaign Mrs. Albert Schuitema, Mrs. D. M. conditionsare still a problem. The the day before they wire on the
Mays, showed up in a third car South Bend, Ind., and St. Charles,
buildingsare taxed to almost twice
which is scheduled to conclude Thomas, Mrs. G. Buursma
and there was an exchange of III
tower in a 60-mile gale, and said,
their capacity. He said there are
next Monday will be painted on
words all around. Testimony
Section 8
"We thought for a time we might
outlying districtslooking to Holthe Red Feather sign on Eighth
brought out that Mrs.
have to quit.”
Captains, Mrs. S. G. Alofs, Mrs.
land for ninth, 10th, 11th and 12th
St.
took her husband home.
We were interestedin trying to
William Wicksall;workers, Mrs.
Elmer Lawson testified he and
Raymond Rouwhorst. Mrs. Rich- grade training.A total of 56 per- figure out how the land approachcent come from these districts.
his cousin and Emmerson were
ard Lemmen, Mrs. Jacob Jonker,
es to either end of the bridge will
Norlin who worked on the area
“pretty well gone” after all the
Mrs. Conrad Slagh, Mrs. Fred
be laid out but did not have the
mi.;
drinking,and he said he fell Of
study program from the beginning,
If l
At the morning worship service Borgman, Mrs. Gerrit De Jong. explained,by use of area maps, the time to get the story. It seems to
asleep in his car near the school
in Second Reformed Church Dr. Mrs. Dennis Steinfort, Mrs. Gerrit eight plans that have been under us that there will have to be a
after the others had left.
llife
great deal of new highway work.
Eugene admitted on prosecutor’s A display of ceramics, watercol- I. Dykstra of Hope College had Rauch, Mrs. Gordon Tenckinck, consideration for a solution to the
Mrs.
Darwin
Van
Oosterhout,
Mrs.
Work
was
going
on
for
the
imquestioningthat he is married and or paintings, and items made in for his meditation message, 'Chrisincreasing enrollment in the high
isiffti
Ted Van Oosterhout, Mrs. Harvey
mediate approaches at both ends
has four children. “No, my wife the machine shop of Holland High tian Living.”
schools.He told in detail about the
but
it
would
appear
that
there
Ter
Vree,
Mrs.
Joe
Roerink.
The choir sang the anthems,
didn’t know I was dating Etta, but School are featured in the Brouwer
tuition plan and how it affects local
will have to be miles of entirely
Section 9
Funiture Store this week. All items “Send Out Thy Light” — Gounod
she knows now,” he said.
schools and the outlying communinew roads if the bridge is to be
Captains, Mrs John C. LaBarge,
Etta Gregory, who lives near are the results of the Holland and “The Chrubic Hymn”
ties.
Mrs. Harold A. Combs; workers,
adequately served for existing
Fennville,admitted having a date Community School, sponsored by Gretchaninoff.
A question and discussion period
In the evening the Rev. Harold Mrs. Peter Heeringa, Mrs. R. L. followed. Lunch was served by Mrs. highway, being built to serve the
with Eugene, but denied ever hav- the Board of Education, last seaEnglund preached the sermon, Miedema, Mrs. Robert Zigler, E. Oudman, Mrs. E. Ellert,Mrs. ferries, do not lend themselves to
ing had dates with Emmerson son
Citizenship classes, E n g 1 i sh “Mercy For Mercy at Zarephath.” Mrs. Bruce Hicks, Mrs. Randall
Thomas. She said she knew both
R. Stewart and Mrs. Larry Beuk- the bridge needs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and Mrs. for New Americans and the cer- The choir sang, “We Thank Thee Marlink, Mrs. Louis Brenner, Mrs. ema.
vbill
Thomas used to babysit with the amics, watercolor painting and Lord” — Bortniansky
Tkach. Harold Vander Ploeg, Mrs. Ralph
The meeting was opened by Mrs. Dinner, Program Given
Gregory childrenwhen the Thom- High School credit course classes The Bulletins Sunday were fur- Whitehead, Mrs. Robert Campbell, Frank Working,president,who inases first moved to Holland and are being continued this week with nished by the Gideons, through Mrs. Don De Vries. Mrs. Morris troduced Dr. Marion de Velder of At Phdathea Class Meet
lived in another location. Mrs. record enrollments in most class- which organizationBibles and Tes- Driesenga, Mrs. David Diepen- Hope Church. He gave an interestGregory currentlyis separated es. Complnte lists of classes be- taments are furnishedto hotel horst, Mrs. Benton Moore, Mrs. ing discourse on the Christian The October meeting of the Philing offered this year are included rooms, prisons, hospitals, serv- Ted Sasamoto, Mrs. Robert Vanathea Class of First Methodist
from her husband.
family.
Church was held last week Wedd:-r Ham, Mrs. James Slager, Mrs.
Twelve - year - old Beulah Mays in the display.
icemen. and others.
nesday in the social room of the
had trouble remembering during Highlight of the window display is
At the services next Sunday, the J. Vander Bie, Mrs. Russell Michchurch.
Junior League Hears
the first part of her testimony, the collectionof framed and un- annual special offering for the merhuizen.
A dinner preceded the meeting,
but when Prosecutor Bussard in- framed watercolor produced in the work of the Gideons will be reSection 10
Talk by Miss Rhoades
prepared by co - chairman Mrs.
troduced parts of a statement the classes of Verne Hohl last spring. ceived.
Captains, Mrs Lavern Regnerus,
Registrations have reached 367
girl had given to Deputy Peter
The Ladies Aid of Second Re- Mrs. Dale Brower, Mrs. Carl
Miss Mary Rhoades,teacher at Margaret Helder, Mrs. Avolyn
Meeuwsen after the shooting, her with more adults registering at formed Church will meet on Myrick, Mrs. Leslie Van Hekken, Prestatie Huis, spoke to members Ramsey and their committees.
NO TIME TO WASTE — With the number. of hunters reported
The business meeting followed
memory was refreshed. She told the first sessions of the classes Thursday afternoon at 2.
Mrs. Garrell Adler; workers, Mrs. of the Junior Welfare League
above average and the number of birds below normal, Ronald
Bussard she did not see her sister
Mrs. John Kleinheksel will lead Dale Brower, Mrs. Paul Craig. Tuesday evening at the Woman’s with class president, Mrs. Violet
Wcstenbrock,566 East Eighth St., apparently figured the idea
Weeks,
coriducting.
The
group
adshoot Emmerson, but when Dedevotions.Mrs. Don De Bruyn and Mrs. Alvin Ter Vree. Mrs. Albert Literary Club house. She displayReception Honors
was to get the limit right away. Seven minutes after the season
fense Attorney Randall Dekker
Mrs. George Mcengs are hostesses B. Niennuis. Mrs. L. Regnerus. ed child guidance toys, books and journed to the Memorial Chapel
opened at 10 a.m. Saturday he had his quota of two birds.
s cross - questioned her, she said Arie Diepenhorsts
and Mrs. R. De Witt will be in Mrs Carroll Norlin, Mrs. John games that were purchased for where devotionswere presented
(Sentinel photo)
by Mrs. Ellen Olsen on the theme
she saw Helen with the gun, heard
charge of the nursery. Mrs. Ed- Larion, Mrs. Junior Talsma, Mrs? Prestatie Huis by the league.
Announcement has been made ward De Free will give a talk on Jo.* Drost, Mrs. Ray Van Eyck
“Attitudes of Prayer.”
the shot but did not see EmmerA dinner for new league mem- Thq program chairman Mrs. Vison fall.
of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs. and demonstration of "Flower Ar- Mrs. Carl Myrick, Mrs. William
bers will be held Tuesday, Oct. 30,
Civil Suits Filed
Beulah also testified that Em- Arie Diepenhorst which took place rangements.”She will be assisted Dykstra, Mrs. John Rooks, Mrs
vian Lamoreaux introduced Mrs.
at 6:30 p.m. in the club house.
merson drove the car home from on Oct 5. Mrs. Diepenhorst is the by Miss Yoshi Ogawa, who has Ray Warren. Mrs. Ollie Dorn, Mrs
Alice Scott who spoke on “The
In Circuit Court
Committee reports were given
the school earlier.
former Mrs. Julius Becksvoort.
studied this art in Japan, where John Steinberg,Mrs. John B by chairmen of ihe Candy Cane Moral RearmamentMovement,”
Serving on the jury are William
The couple was honored at a re- it has been highly developed.
which she had witnessed on MackGRAND
(Special)
Jonker.
Ball. The dance will be held Dec.
Jekel, Sena Bontekoe and Eliza- ception given at Zeeland City Hall
inaw Island during the summer
Suit has been filed in Ottawa CirSection 11
22 and will have an old-fashioned
Festival
beth Becker of Holland city, Wen- by their children, Mr. and Mrs.
where an all-Africancast presentcuit Court by Albert R. De Weerd
Captains, Mrs. Charles BerLsch. Christmastheme.
dell C. Bonnema of Zeeland city, Howard Diepenhorst, Mr. and Mrs. Raith Is Hostess
ed
plays. A book review by Mrs.
and Sons of Holland seeking a
Mrs. Gerard Cook. Mrs. Ben
Coffee was served by Mrs. John
Laverne Rudolph of City Council $2,000 judgment from John J. VanMrs. John Diephouse and James Mrs. Sierd Van Dussen and Mr.
liouwm aster, Mrs. J. Rozeboom, Bagladi and Mrs. Louis Vande Mildred Damson entitled“Tender
To Eta
Chapter
Braddock of Grand Haven city, and Mrs. Julius Becksvoort.
Victory” by Taylor Caldwell, was was elected president of Holland der Aa of Waukazoo. The amount
Mrs. Drew Miles, Mrs. Lincoln
Lyle Stevens of Allendale, John Games were played and a two
enjoyed.
Mrs. O. M. Raith was hostess Sennett, Mrs. Keith Wallace;
Tulip Time Festival, Inc., at an represents the balance due on a
De Vries of Blendon, Gladys Cott course lunch was served by the Monday evening to the Eta
The meeting closed with a prayMorning
Coffee
Held
contract between the parties July
workers. Mrs. J. Vanden Elst,
organizationalmeeting of the
of Jamestown,Mrs. Henrietta hostesses.
er by Mrs. Olsen.
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Mrs. James Kiekintveld,Mrs.
15, 1954, involving the remodeling
board of directors Tuesday afterBy Waahazoo Guild
Kuite of Olive, Joseph Post of TalInvited were Mr. and Mrs. Her- Phi. Mrs. Donald Hogue presided
of the defendant’shouse. Work
Albertus Vereeke, Mrs. Junior
madge and Mary Dykstra of man Diepenhorstand Margaret, over the short business meeting. Karsten. Mrs. Robert Cavanaugh.
noon in Civic Center. W. A. Butler was commencedAug. 25, 1954, and
A lovely morning coffee of the
wright township.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Nyhof, Mr. and
The cultural program of “Voice Mrs. Gary Slenk, Mrs. Edward Waukazoo Hospital Guild was held
and J. J. Riemersma ware elected completed Dec. 22, 1954, and on
Mrs. Harvey Diepenhorst, Mr. and and Vocabulary and Radio and
which there is an alleged balance
vice
presidents.
Boerigter, Mrs. Henry Harring- at the home of Mrs. Henry RottAdmitted to Holland Hospital
Mrs. Gerrit Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. Television” was presented by Mrs.
of
$1,176.73.
L.
C.
Dalman
and
William
H.
Political Science Class
sma, Mrs. Robert Houtman, Mrs. schaefer, Lakeshore Dr. Tuesday. Monday were Robert Jarvis, 232
Frank De Young. Mr. and M r s. James Hertel and Mrs. William
Martin S. and Albert Hart are
E. E. Brand, Mrs. William Apple- The hostess, Mrs. Rottschaefer, West 10th St.; John Vander Ploeg, Vande Water will continue their
Sidney Stegenga,Mr. and Mrs. Kiefer. All members participated
Interviews Legislators
dom, Mn. J. Kingshott,Mrs. was assisted by Mrs. Arnold De 340 Columbia Ave.; Oscar Dorn, positions a.s treasurerand secre- seeking damages of $7,500 from
John Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit by playing word games and namJohanna Posthuma and Henry
Jack Zwiers, Jr., Mrs. E. J. Van Feyter.
route 1, West Olive; Mrs. Ray- tary, respectively.
Political Science students in Er- Kapenga, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
ing their favorite radio or TV Wieren, Mrs. Francis Kanera, Mrs. Mrs. Theodore De Graaf, presi- mond Armbruster, 241 Douglas Serving as directors are Ray- Vander Kieft. According to the
vin Hanson's class at Holland High Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Boeve
speaker and telling why?
Kenneth Looman, Mrs. Arnold Fos, dent of the guild, poured. Mrs. Ave.; Mrs. Bessie Ross, 200 West mond H o 1 w e r d a, representing declaration filed, on May 1, 1955
School quizzed State Sen. Clyde and the guest of honor.
Co-hostesses, Mrs. Hugh Over- Mrs. Preston Bos, Mrs. Fred Jack Witteveenwas coffee chair- Eighth St.; Thomas Morris, 254 Christian schools
R o b e r 1 1 plaintiff engaged Vander Kieft of
Geerling* and State Rep. George
holt and Mrs. Howard Poll, servCavanaugh, Hope College; H. J. Cooporsvilleas agent for Mrs.
Davis, Mrs. Joe Jonker, Mrs. John man. Each member invitedfriends West 22nd St. Van Peursem Tuesday on quesed lunch from a table decorated Teninga, Mrs. Don Gilcrest,Mrs. as guests.
Discharged Monday were Mrs. Karsten,Robert Kouw and Don Posthuma to inspect real estate
tions involvingpolitics and govern- Calhoun Has Shortened
in an attractiveHalloween scene.
Johanna Karel, 91 East 16th St.; Vink, city; Bertal Slagh, mer- for the purpose of purchasing and
Rudy Zeedyk, Mrs. Frank Homment.
Sessions of Supervisors
Special guests for the evening
Mrs. Willard Fast and baby, 413 chants; Art Peters and Russell possessing same. In June, 1956,
stra, Mrs. C. Maatman, Mrs. John
Questions on mental health, un*
were
the Mesdames Robert Ter Harthom, Jr., Mrs. Ed Brondyke, Arthur Schwartz; w-orkers, Mrs. Chippewa; Mrs. James Hayes and Fredericks, industry.
plaintiff took possessionof the proemployment, loweringthe voting ALLEGAN (Special) - At least
age, school building needs, the one Allegan county resident thinks Haar. Marty Barth, Franklin Mrs. William Gotham, Mrs. Ed A. Vanette, Mrs. Henry Smith, baby, route 1; Mrs. Mary Went- President Rudolph, Tulip Time perty and subsequently discovered
Zweering and Carrow Kleinheksel. Herpolsheimer, Mrs. Charles Bur Mrs. A. Barense, Mrs. W. Aalder- worth, 148 West 31st St.; Mrs. Manager Earl F. Price and Sec- termites in the structure and were
draft, highway construction and
the board of supervisors could Also attending were the Mesdames
other current problems were askton, Mrs. Oscar Spjut.
ink, Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Jr., Mrs. Fred Meyer, 133 Aniline Ave.; retary Vande Water will appoint advised by exterminators that they
shorten its quarterly sessions sub- Charles Armstrong, Franklin Broncommittee chairmen. soon.
had been present for a long period
ed by the students and answered
Section
12
E.
Schuitema, Mrs. J. Vogelzang, Mrs. Hattie Frundt, no address
stantially by followingthe example son, John Du Mez, James Hertel,
listed;
Mrs.
Henry
W.
Boss,
103
alternatelyby Sen. Geerlings and
of time.
Captain, Mrs. LaVem Stillwell; Jr., Mrs. A. Vander Vliet, Mrs.
set by Calhoun county.
Donald Hogue, William Kiefer, workers, Mrs. John Alderink, Mrs.
East Ninth St
Rep. Van Peursem.
A.
Bonzelaar,
Mrs.
H.
Zoet,
Mrs.
Hart
in
Crash;
The board took no action, how- George Lievense,-Hugh Overholt,
Hospital births Include a daughSen. Geerlings paid particularatever, on a letter from Herman Howard Poll, Pobert Turschman, Virgil White, Mrs. Carl Cook, Mrs. A. E. Hildebrand, Mrs. G. Belt- ter, Charlotte Ann, bora Monday
Spring Lake Resident,
tention to those questions dealing
Girl Driver Ticketed
Edward
Damson,
Mrs.
John
Moelman,
Mrs.
Ed
Kolenbrander,
Mrs.
Tien, of Laketown township, in Louis Brunner, Robert Van Dyke,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frederick
Nelis,
with election laws and mental
111 10 Months, Dies
John Mast, Mrs Robert J. Exo,
which he suggested that county Alvin Van Dyke and the hostesses. ler.
Blvd.; a daughter,
Two New Richmond
health facilities while Rep. Van
Section JS
Mrs. Leon R.
Maat, Mrs.
committees
should
do
their work
Kristi Lynn, born today to Mr. were treated and releasedfrom
Peursem discussed highway conGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Captain. Mrs. Simon Stoel; George Schreur, Mrs. Fred
in advance of their regular sesand Mrs. James Zwiers, 67 West
struction and labor • unemployHolland Hospital Tuesday after- Mrs. Augusta Brandt, 62, Spring
workers, Mrs. L. J. Essenburg, Bouwman, Mrs. James MacKenzie,
Serving Jail Term
sions
to
cut
down
on
the
length
of
28* St
ment problems.
noon after an automobile accident Lake, died in MunicipalHospital
GRAND HAVEN ' (Special) Mrs. Arthur Visser, Mrs. Leonard Mrs. Howard Poll, Mrs. Gerald
Both legislators paid high com- sessions.
on Eighth St. between College and Tuesday foUowing a 10 months
Dekker,
Mrs
Ed
Wallace,
Mrs.
Gerrlta,
Mrs.
Harry
Bmischart.
He said Calhoun county recently Santiago Muniz, 24, Holland, is
pliments to the students for the
illness. Her condition became seriColumbia Aves.
Man
Pays
,
Section IC
serving 10 days in the county jail, T. G. Hamelink,Mrs Harris Scholcompleted
its
October
session
in
qualityof the questions submitted.
ous Saturdaywhen she was taken
Joan
Van
Der
Ford,
27,
sufferten,
Mrs.
Chester
Van
Liere,
Mrs.
Captains,
Mrs.
Robert
J.
Van
GRAND
(Special)
seven days by using this system. unable to pay fine and costs of
to the hospital.
The Allegan board is currently in $29.40 on a drunk and disorderly Don Hoek, Mrs. Bernard Shasha- Zanten and Mrs. William Rott- John Stille,Jr., 20, of 1717 Waver- ed abrasions on her face and
arms.
Joyce
Robinson,
who
was
She was bora in Christman, Ind.,
guay,
Mrs.
A.
Edwwards,
Mrs.
schafer;
workers,
Mrs.
Herman
ly
Ave.,
Grand
Haven,
one
of
three
Voting Machine Display
charge
following
his
arrest
by
its third week of the October meetA voting machine for instruction ing at a cost of $403.70per day. sheriff’s officers "Sat urday in Romeo Allfieri, Mrs. Dewey Fer- Nickel, Mrs. Bina Need, Mrs. picked up by city police Monday ticketed by police for failing to April 6, 1854, and married Charles
Arthur Grotenhuis, Mrs. Luther night near the Oval, pleaded guil- keep an assured clear distance, Brandt in Chicago Oct. 4, 1919.
and information has been set up Each member of the board re- Grand Haven township. He was man. Mrs. M. W. Pettie.
They lived in ‘Minocqua. Wis., un*
Section 14
Van Huis, Mrs. Egbert Brink, Mrs. ty in Municipal Court Tuesday was treated for shock.
in the Treasurer’s office in the ceives $10 per day, plus mileage to arraigned before J u s 1 1 e Eva
The 1949 model car driven by til they moved to Spring Lake sevCaptain, Mrs. Herbert Beelen; Russell LaMar, Mrs. LaVem Tin- afternoon to a charge of allowing
City Hall Persons wanting to see and from his home. Daily sessions Workman in Spring Lake. Also arhow the machine operates or de- usually last from 10 a.m. to noon raigned Saturday before Mrs. workers, Mrs. Herbert Beelen, holt, Mrs. Robert J. Van Zanten, a person to drive while his license Miss Robinson struck the rear of en years ago..
Besides the husband, she is sursiring information about it may with committeework scheduled for Workman was Stanley Scott, 21, Mrs. Ed Neuman, Mrs. Justin Mrs. Vernon Kraal, Mrs. Stanley was revoked and was sentenced to a 1955 model operatedby August
pay $35 fine, $6.10 costs and serve Stassen, 31, of 254 East 18th St., vived by two sons, Charles, Jr.,
drop in between 8 a.m. and 5:30 some members jn the afternoon. Nuncia, who paid fine and costa of Meiste, Mrs. Julius Jacobs, Mrs. Heneveld.
three days in the county jail. If police said. Damage to Stassen's and Ray, both of Spring Lake;
Section 17
p.m. City Clerk Clarence Greven$20.40 on a disorderly conduct Henry Brower, Mrs. Harvey AtlCaptain. Mrs. Ernest Zoerhot; the fine and costs are not paid car was estimatedby police at a daughter, Mrs. Delion Chadeck
said the machine will be on
was arrested by derink, Mrs. Hugh Harper.
William Howard Taft was the charge.
iy probably until Friday, Nov. first President to own an automo- sheriff s officersSaturday in Nunworkers, Mrs. Herman Van Oss, he will servs an additional 15 $300 while the Robinson car’s dam- of Minocqua; four sisters, and
Section 15
age was estimated at $600.
three grandchildren.
bile whi^ in office.
Captains, Mrs. Gary Smith, Mrs. Mrs. James White.
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Miss Jager

Wed

25, 1956

to Clyde Poll

Guest preacheron Sunday, Oct.
was the Rev. C. Denekas of
Bentheim. The special music at
14.

the evening servieo was furnished
by a quartet, Mrs. C. Van Kampem. Mrs. F. Vandenberg,Mrs. J.

Jager, and Miss Hazel Baker

of

North Holland with Miss Ruth Slotman as accompanist.

The film "Seventeen" was shown
In the Ideal church on Monday
evening.

Married Couples' Club meets at
the church tonight at 7:30 p.m.
The Ladies' Missionaryand Aid
Society met on Thursday,Oct. 11,
at 2 pnn. in the church basement.
The meeting was opened with the
singing of a Dutch psalm verse,
Mrs. J. Freriks read scriptureand
offered prayer. Marie Ver Hage
read the minutes of the previous
meeting. Roll was called to which
the following responded, the Mesdames: J. G. J. Van Zoeren, H.
Roelofs, G. Boss, J. Freriks, G.
Van Zoeren, H. Wabeke, M. P.
Wyngarden, and Miss Ver Hage.

The readers were Mrs. Wabeke,
Mrs. Wyngarden, and Miss Ver
Hage. Offerings were taken. The
singing of the first verse of "Rock
of Ages" and the closing prayer
by Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren concluded the meeting. The next
meeti will be held in November.
Mrs. A. K. Lanning. Mrs. Gerrit De Kleine, and Gertrude De
Kleine of Drenthe spent Wednes-

day with Mrs. Henry Wyngarden.
The Sewing Guild met this afternoon with Mrs. Irving Hungerink serving as hostess.
Guest preacheron next Sunday,
Oct. 21, will be the Rev. Jack Van
Dyken of Forest Grove. A special
Mr. and Mrs. Willus Joy Lambers
(de Vries photo)

Miss Shirley Mae Winkels and
Willus Jay Lambers were united
in marriage by the Rev. Anthony
Rozendal on Oct. 12. The double
ring ceremony was perfromed in
First Christian Reformed Church

/

of Zeeland before a setting of candelabra, palms and mums.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Brower of Zeeland,

and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lambers
of Holland are the parents of the
groom.
The bride's floor-lengthgown of

,

silk taffeta

ended in

a

and Mrs. Marvin Brenner. Joyce
Brower, niece of the bride, was
flower

girl.

Best man was Murvel Lambers
and ushers were Harold Lambers
and Robert Dykstra. Warren Flag
gemars sang “0 Promise Me" and
"God Gave. Me You."
The maid of honor wore a gold
gown of ^ystallette over taffeta
with valvet bodice and jacket The
bridesmaids wore identicalgowns
in green and they all carried
mums with lemon leaves. The
flower girl was dressed in a white
taffeta dress with a large collar
and sash
A reception for 150 guests was
held in the church basement preceding the couple’s departurefor
the Smoky Mountains.The bride
changed to a rust colored dress
with brown accessories for trave-

chapel
train. Seed pearls and sequin trim
adorned the sabrina neckline and
the long sleeves were pointed at
the wrist. A Juliet cap of sequins
and pearls held her fingertipveil
of tulle. She carried a white satin
Bible with yellow roses, white carnations and ivy streamers.
Bridal attendantswere sisters of ling.
the bride. Miss Donna Winkels
The new Mr. and Mrs. Lambers
was maid of honor and the brides- will be at home at 1242 South
maids were Mr*. Nelson Ver Beek Shore Dr.

Library Adventures

offeringwill be taken for the shortage in the "Eendract" program.
• The membership papers of Donald Brinks were transferred to the
Hamilton Reformed Church.
Ther^ will be no catechismclasses for the grade school children
this week Friday due to Teachers' Institute.

The Women's League of Hope
College will meet on Friday, Oct.
26, at 11 a.m. at Hope College
Chapel. There will be a tour of the
new music buildingand men’s
dormitory. Luncheon at 1:30 p.m.
at Durfee Hall.

Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs.. Tom Vander Slik of Kalamaioo.
John Beyer had two blood transfusions at the Holland Hospital
last Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. John Tigelaar of
Hudsonville were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Martin D. Wyngarden and family.
Gerry Schermer Injured two
fingers in a com picker on last
week Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt
and family were recent Saturday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Myaard and family of Forest

Mr! ond Mrs. Clyd# Poll
Miss Eihel Jager, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Jager of
338 East Sixth St., became the
bride of Clyde Poll in a double
ring ceremony performed Friday
in the parsonage of Ninth Street
Christian Reformed Church. The
Rev. Marvin J. Vanderwerp read
the rites. Mr. Poll is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Poll of 353
East Sixth St.
The couple was attended by Miss
Alma Boers and James Gemmill.
Carrying a white Bible with red
roses and streamers of white carnations, the bride was attired in
a white ballerina length gown of
ruffles and net over taffeta and
net stole. Her shoulder length veil
was held in place by a small hat.
She wore a string of pearls, the
gift of the groom.
A ballerinalength gown of aqua
net over taffeta with net stole was

(Von Putten photo)
worn by Miss Boers, She wore a
small beaded hat and carried a
bouquet of yellow roses and white
carnations.

For the occasion the bride's
mother chose a nevy blue dress
with black accessories and a red
rose corsage and the groom’s
mother wore a sapphire blue dress
with beige accessoriesand
yellow rose corsage.
A

reception for about 30 guests

was held at Van Raalte's Restaurant in eZeland.
For a honeymoon to Florida the
bride changed to a lime green knit
dress with brown accessories.
The bride, a graduate of Holland High School, is bookkeeper
at First National Bank and the
groom, also a graduate of Holland High, is employed in the manufacture of fiber glass boats.
The couple will make their home
at 401 Howard Ave.

REP CROSS VOLUNTEERS

gave hundredsof
hours of service in the Hudsonville tornado last
April 3. Top picture shows the canteen corps at
work in Unity Christian School providing mass
feeding for some 1,300 persons plus providing
20,000 sandwichesand 50,000 cups of coffee for
victims and workers in the field. Lower picture
shows Red Cross Gray Indies at clothing center

In the

same school.Besldes providlng five or six
who lost their belongings,the

outfits for. persons

Red Cross issued many purchase certificates for
shoes, underwear and other articlesnot easily
available at headquarters. In all, the National
Red Crow spent 1110,000 in Hudsonville area in
connection with the disaster.

-1

Record Crowd Attends

Family Night Festival

Grove.

Holland Deanery

Red Cross
In

Board

Meets at Saugatnck

Is Included

Members

Community Chest*

of th*

Board of Dire*
Deanery of the

tors of the Holland

Grand Rapids Diocesan Council of
Rev. and Mrs. Theodore Byland
The service groups of the Ot- tutorshipof Red Cross swimming Catholic Women met at tht home
and two sons of Cleveland, Ohio demanding an engineering teat in
of Mra. John Barron, Jr. in Saugatawa County Chapter of the Ameri- programs.
To the phrases, "Iron Curtain” ple to have the same rights and were Tuesday overnight guests of the science of seating arrangeThe Red Cross has a nursing tuck Thursday morning. Mrs.
can Red Cross, have assisted in
and "Bamboo Curtain," another privileges as the whites in white Mr. and Mrs. Gil Van Noord and
Kleinlieksel
meeting the needs of the com- service which includes the volun- Laura Wolff of Byron Center, newgatherea in TerkeurstAuditorium
has now been added — "Color territory;and he wants whites to family.
munity in many ways, with the teer services of registered nurses ly elected president conducted the
Curtain." The inventor of the have the same rights and privilegMr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyngar- of Trinity Reformed church Monmain office at 6 Hast 8th St. in at the blood donor clinic and in- business meeting.
day
night
for
a
family
night
"Harphrase is Richard Wright, the es as colored people in colored den and family were Friday supMembers voted to assist an InHolland
and a branch office in struct in home nursing classes.
per guests of Mr. and Mrs. Har- vest Festival” sponsored by the
Negro author of one of the mast territory.
In connection with the blood don- dian mission In an appeal for
the Masonic Temple Buildingin
Ladies
Aid
Society.
y
vey
Genzink
and
family
of
HolBut he is not too hopeful. A
sensationalbestsellers of a decade
or clinic, a group of nurses aides clothing.Dates for regular deanGrand Haven.
Squash turkey gobblers with
or so ago, "Native Son." He is reader of "The Color Curtain" land.
Holland Chamber of Commerce The most extensivetask per- give many hours of service.
ery meetings which are held on
Mrs. Clara Freriks was a Thurs- cranberry - tipped tails were sur- President A.G. Sail anounced tousing the phrase as the title of his gets the feeling that Wright is fearFirst aid courses are held at Sunday afternoons at 2:30 at the
formed by the local Red Cross
rounded
by
colorful
oak
leaf
clustday
caller
on
Mrs.
E.
Vander
Kolk,
newest book, "The Color Curtain," ful of a global color war that
day that Frank Kleinheksel has
ers and golden candles on the been named to the Board ol during the past year was aiding different times during the year, various parishes were set as folissued by the World Publishing would make even Armageddon and Mrs. Irving Hungerink.
lows: Dec. 9, St. Peter’s Church
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss in dinner tables for the planned pot- Directors to fill the unexpired the victims of the April 3 tornado with instructionwhich will further
seem tame.
Company.
prepare
the people of Ottawa at Douglas; March 3 at St. Mary's
at
Hudsonville.
Many
volunteers
luck.
Guests
sat
in
alphabetical
company with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Wright’s thesis is that a "Color
term of Dr. Otto vander Velde,
Church at New Salem; May 5 at
Boss and family of Zeeland went groups designated by c o 1 o r f ul who submittedhis resignation at gave hundreds of hours of service County to give assistance in time
Curtain" is being drawn between
St. Francis de Sales Church, Holin the emergency, under the di- of need or disaster.
leaf name tags.
o.i
a
color
tour
trip
last
week
the white races and the colored
the October meeting due to pre- rection of the Red Cross. One of
~
land and Sept. 29 at St. Stanislaus
The
Fort
Custer
Council
and
Feature of the program was an
Thursday.
races. He suggests that if the
vious commitments.
th • major duties in connection Supply committee assist in vari- Church at Hilllards.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leon
Ohlman
eningathering
of
family
contributions
Mrs.
Herbert
Schout
and
chiltrends' now developing in the "colSail also announced that Lewis with the disaster was answering ous ways at VA hospitals and the
ored" half of the world are carried joyed i trip to Terrace, Minn, re- dren of Hudsonville were Thurs- for mission projects. These were Hartzell, Chamber director, has
endless inquiries regarding per- Vocational Training School at Pine
to their natural conclusion, the cently, where they visited their day callers on Mr. and Mrs. Henry attached to bright leaves and hung been named a director of Holland
Mary Ellen Rooks
sons in the stricken area from Lake, besides providing Christmas
Spaman.
on
a
bare
tree
by
Jack
Frost's
Iron Curtain and the Bamboo Cur- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Tulip Time Festival, Inc., for a friends and relatives all over the gifts for servicemen on the high
Several of the local women at- helpers Bonnie Van Dyke, Carol
Honored at Party
tain will be only flimsy in comparUnited States as well as from over- sear..
Takken and other relatives there. tended the Women’s Missionary Jacobusseand Kristi, Bobby and three-year term.
ison with the Color Curtain.
He
aucceeds
C.
Neal
Steketee, seas. It is estimated that over 100
Red Cross also maintains a proMary Ellen Rooks of 17 West
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Snedens and Fall Conference at the Hamilton Billy Venhuizen. Tabulationsby
In other words Communism, as
whose terms as a chamber direct- telegramswere received and an- duction department which sup- 26th St., who celebrated her ninth
Reformed
Church
on
last week Mr. and Mrs. Gus De Vries revealchildren
visited
with
Dr.
and
Mrs.
it is developing in Europe and
or and Tulip Time director have swered from the local office, in- plies clothingand bedding to peo- birthday anniversary Oct. 16 was
Wednesday.
ed contributionsof nearly 5300 to
Asia, holds far less menace for the Ward Morgan in South Haven last
The
Rev.
Theodore
Byland
of be used for care of Korean or- expired. The other chamber ap- volving much telephoning and as- ple in need, or in times of emer- guest of honor at a skating party
human race than the Color Cur- week Thursday evening.
pointment* to the Tulip Time
gency.
Saturday afternoon at the coliseMr. and Mrs. Corneal Zylstra of Cleveland, Ohio was a Wednesday phans. Holland'sPrestatie Huis board are W.A. Butler and Mrs. sistance by ham radio operators.
tain. If the colored races of the
The 1956-57 Community Chest um. Theg roup returned to Mary's
Many
long distance calls rame in
caller on Mr. and Mrs. John Beyer. and playground equipment for
earth— black and brown and yellow Grand Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. J.
Fred Stanton.
as well, with the same type of has earmarked 519.9W for Red home where gifts were presented.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt Dulce, N. M., Indian children.
and red— organize themselvesinto Doezema. and Mrs. Alice Brower
Representing the city on the inquiry. A total of 1,300 persons Crass services.
Refreshmentswere served from a
were
Thursday
evening
callers
on
Mrs.
Jacob
Westerhoff,
Aid
presa global force, as they are threat- of Zeeland visited with Jake Zyldecoratedtable, by her mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyngar- ident. cqnducted an informal song Tulip Time board are John J. were mass fed besides 20 000 sandening to do, the white races of the stra Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Preston Rooks.
den of Vriesland, Mrs. Anna Bok, service preceding the home talent Riemersma. Dick Smallenburgand wiches and 50,000 cups of coffee Five More Finni Join
Several
local
women
attended
world will be in for trouble in comLaVemc
Rudolph.
and
John
Bok
of
Forest
Grove,
Guests were Sandy Vande Water,
were
given
out
to
victims
and
program.
Especially
popular
were
parison with which Communism is the Fall Missionary Conferenceat
L.C. Dalman and W.H. Vande- workers alike in the area during Hundred Percent List
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Osting and the "Orchestra Song" and singing
Mary Jo Hains, Ruth Ann Van
the
Overisel
Reformed
Church
last
a mere global irritation.
family of Muskegon were Sunday by the children.Mrs. Earl Vanden Water of the chamber also are a two-week period. Up to and inDyke, Judy Jongsma, Judy KampAt the Bandung Conferertce, in week Wednesday.
Five more Holland firms have huis, Betsy Aardsma, Shiryl and
members of the festival Board of cluding April 23. 1956, the NationMonday evening at 8 p.m. Oc- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Marton Bosch was pianist.
Indonesia, a couple of year* ago,
Directors.
Wabeke and family.
al American Red Cross had spent been added to the hundred per- Marilyn Witteveen, Kathy Burke,
from which white men. were ex- tober 29, the film entitled "Sev- Friday guests at the Simon A humorous talk on the duties
5110,200 in meeting the needs of centers of the Single Solicitation Sandy Warren, Ruth Ann and
enteen"
will be shewn at the local
of
kitchen
helpers
was
given
by
cluded, "colored” countries of
Broersma home were Mr. and Mrs. Dr. Miner S t e g e n g a, who has
the April 3 disaster victims in Plan, Inc., whereby employes’ con- Marla Jean Rooks.
hall. All are invited to attend.
Africa and Asia sent representaBill Van Houten of Grand Rapids,' served as Trinity's pastoral minihe Hudsonville area.
Saturday
evening
Mr.
and
Mrs.
tives of one and a half billion peoThe Home Service Department tributions to Community Chest and
Henry Bowman and Mrs. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spaulding and ister during the past year. He 3 Cars
ple-billion,not million. Since
other charities are matched by Marriage Licenses
family
of
Holland.
of the Red Cross gives service to
H. Wolters of Grcndvillevisited
concluded his remarks with an exthere are roughly about two and
management.
Ottawa County
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence South pressionof gratitudeto the congrethe servicemenand their families
a half billion people on this earth, with Mr. and Mrs. John ShoemaLatest firma to join the list are
George Kalman, 22, Holland, and
and
family
of
Muskqgon
were
Sunby
way
of
helping
obtain
emergengation and practical pointers on In
the colored population considerab- ker in Forest Grove.
Duffy ManufacturingCo., Peoples Mary Ann Klamt, 17, Zeeland;
cy leaves for persons in service in
Gordon Mast, who is stationed day guests of Mrs. Adrian Brower the value of receiving,giving and
ly outnumbers the whites. Those
State Bank, City Sign Co.. Duffy Chester Stalarz. 24. route 1,
and
children.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vem
case
of
extreme
illness
or
death
"living" in Christian life.
A power pole was nicked and a
billionand a half colored people at Great Lakes Naval Base was South and family.
Latex, and Holland Ladder and Grand Haven and VirginiaHarden,
"Count Your Blessings" was 1954 model car was practically of close relatives, and in securing ManufacturingCo.
control 12.606,938square miles of a weekend guest of his parents,
20, Grand Haven; Bruce Bazan,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis sung by Clare Luth with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Mast.
demolished with 51,500 wefrth of health and welfare report* on both
the earth’s surface.
To date, 57 local firm* are co- IS, route 4, Holland, and Karen
and
family
of
Kalamazoo,
' Mr.
servicemen
and
their
families.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bolt and
Luth as accompanist. Kathy damage in a three - car accident
operating in SSP.
Richard Wright’s "The Color
Koning, 17, Holland.
and Mrs. Donald M. -Wyngarden
The blood program is another
Curtain” represents his own per- children of Grandville were din- of Hudsonville,Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hoedema represented her division Sunday morning on Butternut
factor of service to the communer guests of their parents, Mr.
with a flute solo "God B I e ss
sonal reaction to the Bandung ConMeengs and family of Vriesland America." Mrs. Ted Boeve gave Dr., near the James St. intersec- nity. Any residentof Ottawa Counand Mrs. Henry Bowman.
tion.
ference. He writes as a Negro of
were recent Sunday guests of Mr.
, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bowman aca chuckle - provoking reading The car suffering the worst da- ty may receive blood free when
course, and although he is techniccompanied Mr. an^ Mrs. M. Ryn- and Mrs. Martin D. Wyngarden. "Betty at the Baseball Game."
mage was driven by Willis George needed. The blood donor clinic is
ally and legally an American, he
brandt of Byron Center to the , Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma, The appearance of the men’s Tucker of 257 East Ninth St., and held every other Monday, and inwrites as an internationalcitizen
home of Mr. and Ms. Jerold George Broersma of Grand Rap- chorus under the direction of was going north on Butternut Dr., volves the volunteer services of at
rather than as an American.
Kleinhekselin Overisel, Sunday ids were Wednesday supper guests Frank Van Ry concluded the proThe other cars were driven by least 26 persons for each clinic.
Most of those billion and a half evening.
of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma.
gram. They sang "Rose of Sharon’ George Dreyer of route 4. and There have been an average of
of "colored" people have* won
arid "O Pilot Me."
Divid Dekker of route 4. Both 40-45 donors at these clinics.
their freedom during the past genBalloon
favors
were
presented
were traveling south on Butternut The Gray Lady organization is
eration. About 500,000,000 of them, Mrs. Harter Hostess
Hudsontiile Youth Taking
wholly volunteer and their servto the children.
Dr.
for instance,are from India, which
At
PEO
Chapter
Meeting
ices are invaluable.They now have
Coop
Course
at
MSI)
Assisting
with
decorations
and
!
Deputies
said
the
Dreyer
car
won.. Hi independencefrom En*general arrangements were the had just turned onto Butternut four assignmentsat the Veterons’
land, and about 80,000,000from
Mr*. Gerald Bolhuis tfas In M *\r k Brouwer of Hudsonville, Mesdames William Jacobs, Peter from James and did not see the FacilityHospital in Grand Rapids
Indonesia, which was emancipated
charge of a program on "Consti- now taking the third term of the VanderWege, Eldert Bos. Wallace
Dekker car. Dekker, deputies said, besides their schedule at the Vetby the Netherlands since World tutional Procedures"at a meeting •levator and farm supply training
Nies, Harold Slighter. Jacob passed to avoid hitting Dreyer and erans Administration Hospital at
War II. Incidentally,it may sur- of BW Chapter PEO Monday night
course at Michigan State Univer- Westerhoff. ' Lincoln S e n n • 1, sew Tucker coming at him. Dek- Fort Custer. The Gray Ladies asprise many Americans that Indoin the home of Mrs. M. G. Harter, aity, has been awaked a W00
William Vande Water, Arthur ker rode the left shoulder and the sisted in the clothing center at
nesUT is roughly about the iatne
323 East 24th St.
scholarship.
Hoedema and Dora Rujjicher.
Tucker car hit the shoulder and Hudsonville following the tornado
size as the United States.
Mrs. Lawrence Wade, vice preThe 20 - year • old son of Mr
Division chairmen who arranged swerved back and struck the disaster, and there are always
Most of the "colored" nations sident, presided at the business
group of local cooperative*in for hosts and hostesses were the Dreyer car and then struck a pow- three of them to help at every
are bitter against the white race
'
meeting in the absence of Mrs.
blood donor clinic,besides other
Mesdames Ted Boeve, Marvin er
x
because for centuries the whites William Schrier. Mrs. Schrier has
gan Elevator' Exchange and a Essenburg,George L u m sden, Tucker received jaw injuries and activities in which they take part
have kept the colored races in subbeen called to Kansas becadse of and Mrs. Harold Brouwer received Chester Oonk and Paul Vander
cuts and was treated at Holland from time to time in the comjection. Now that country after
the illness of her sister.
the scholarshipfrom the Miohi- Hill.
munity. The Gray Ladies have
30 YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO
Hospital.
country is getting its freedom, the
The hostess was assistedby Mrs.
The 18-monthcourse is designed
There was no damage to the given almost 6!000 hours of volun"colored"races are beginning to Della Steininger The next meet- to prepare young men for resCHURCH AND SCHOOLS ... AND
Dekker car and about 550 worth teer service from July. 1955, to
imitate the whites and are proposing will be Nov. 12 id the home ponsible positions in the manage- Driver Charged
CONTINUING CONCERN FOR THE
July/ 1956. .
to the Dreyer car.
ing to turn the white people in
of Mrs. James White.
ment of country elevators from GRAND HAVEN' (Special) The Canteen Service, another
WELFARE OF WORKING MEN, SMALL
Deputies are continuing their intheir areas into the same kind pf
farm supply businesses. During State police charged Robert L. vestigation.
branch of Red Cross volunteers,
"second-class citizens" Into which
BUSINESS MEN AND FARMERS. HERE
the past summer, Mark received England, 23, Muskegon, with drivprepare food to be served at, the
the white have for centuries turned Charge Dismissed
IS
A MAN WHO HAS EARNS) THE
practical experienceworking for ing with no operator’slicense and
blood donor clinics, and they were
the "colored" people.
GRAND HAVEN Special! - A the Hudsonville Cooperative 'Eleva- excessive speed after his 1950 car Marriage Licenses
in
charge
of
the
mass
feedings
SUPPORT
OF AU VOTERS ... NO
Richard Wright deplores this charge of assault and battery
tor Co., one of the scholarship left the road and went into a ditch
Ottawa County
which took place at the time of
MATTER
WHAT
THEIR PARTY!
fact, Wright is a Westerner and against Gerald Joldersma, 40. sponsors.
on the 'West Spring Lake Rd. in
Warren Fowler, 18, route 1, Am- the tornado disaster.
an American.He Has fought bitter- route 1, Grand Haven, was disSpring Lake township at 12:20 a.m. brose, Ga., and Ester Shultz, 17,
The annual summer swimming
ly against discriminationby Amer- missed by Justice Eva Workman
A
woman,
Victoria Clafflin Sunday.
route 2, Conklin; Robert De Boe, instructionclasses are an imporican whites against Amtrican Ne- Saturday. The alleged offense ocWoodhull, was once nominated for
21, and Mary Lou Smith. 19, both tant part of the Red Cross activigroes. But he does not want the curred at the Joldersma home in the Presidencyof the United
Tbe Cro • Magnards used color of Holland; George W. Lubben, 22, ties. During th? past year 3,611
"colored" races to make the same Grand Haven township a week ago States. She appearedon the^Equal
in their drawingswith remarkable route 4, Holland, and Goldie Nagel- children and ad|lts received free
‘OR
taistake.He wants "colored" peo- last Saturday involving his wife. Right* party ticket in H72.r
skill about SO.OOfryears ago.
kirk, 22, route 2, West Olive.
swimming instruction under the
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Sunday School Several Persons
Lesson
Sunday, October 28
The Shepherd Psalm

Psalm

23

by C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
produced by the Division of Christian Education. National Council of

the Churches of Christ in the
U. S. A. and used by permission.)

Many people look upon Psahn

Appear

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

in

Ottawa

25, 1956

AA UW Studies Campaign

Circuit Court

GRAND HAVEN (Special)- Jacob Zwemer, 62, of 37 W e s t carrying a concealed weapon and Haven, who pleaded guilty Oct. 8
Several persons appeared in Cir- 22nd St., Holland, who pleaded was sentencedto pay 325 costs. to drunk driving, second offense,
cuit Court Tuesday, some for dis- guilty Oct. 15 to indecent liberties
Allen Dersteen, 63, Marne, plead- also was charged with driving
sition and others for arraignment. involving a six-year-oldgirl, was ed not guilty to a charge of felon- without a license and was senA -"political convention" featurJohn P. McUn. 19. of 2933 North placed on probation for two years. ious assault and failed to provide tenced to serve 30 days in the
ing
a careful analysis of RepubliPennsylvania Ave., Indianapolis, He will be required to have an 3500 bond. The alleged offense oc- county jail, plus 3100 costs, or an
Ind., who pleaded guilty Oct. 8 to examinationby a psychologist or curred Oct. 16 near Ders teen’s additional30 days if costs are not can and Democrat party platform*
unlawful entry, appeared today for psychiatristwho must file a writ- home in Wright township where he paid. He was arrested by st a t e highlightedthe October ifteeting of
disposition. Since he is AWOL ten opinion with the probation de- allegedly fired several shots at police Sept. 15 in Grand Haven Holland Branch, American Associfrom the U. S. Navy, Circuit partment within 90 days. Other two Grand Rapids men who were township.
ation of University Women, ThursJudge Raymond L. Smith gave conditions are no drinking, 3150 out buying junk.
Abe Hyma, 67, Grand Rapids, day evening in the Koffee Kletz
him a 9<kiay suspended sehtence costs and 35 a month oversight William Ver Hulst, 17, Thomas was brought into Circuit Court rooms of Van Raalte Hall, Hope
and turned him over to two rep- fees.
McDonald, 21. and James Vanden- this morning under capias pro- College.
Byrne W. Douma, 24, of 815 Paw berg, 18, all of Grand Rapids, who ceedings on complaintof Da v id
resentativesof the Navy who were
The branch LegislativeCommitpresent in the court room. Th e Paw Dr., Holland, who pleaded pleaded guilty Oct. 8 to daytime L. Brockmeier for failure to pay tee, with Mrs. G. S. Mackenzie
judge stipulated that McUn be guilty Oct. 8 to indecent exposure, breaking and entering at Vene- judgment of 34,016 with interest' as chairman, presented the inforturned over to the jurisdictionof was placed on probationlS klasen Auto Parts, all were placed which Circuit Court a W a r d ed mative program which led to disthe Navy to dispose of the case in months. Conditions are that he pay on probation 18 months and order- Him last Dec. 22 on charges of cussion of various issues in the
accordancewith its rules and reg- 350 costs, 35 a month oversight ed to pay 350 costs, 35 a month fraud and breach of trust. Hyma presidentialcampaign.
ulations.Mclin allegedly e ntered fees and refrain from drinking. oversight.fees, observe a midnight who has been in jail about 10 days
The audience of branch memBobby Rogers, 21. Grand Haven, curfew and refrain from drinking. was returned to jail until the judg- bers were seated In chairs markthe Esther Vandenberg home in
pleaded guilty to a charge of
Park township Aug. 7.
William Warren. 24. Grand ment is satisfied.
ed by state*, and the mock con-

In 'Political Convention'
Too Many Dogs
Cause Problem

23 as their favorite Psalm. More
children memorize this Psalm than
In
any other one. It has brought much
, Publlihedevery Thure- comfort to many people all
Jdty by The Sentinel
"The dog problem has become .
/Prmting Co. Office M-56 through the centuries. It teaches
a large - scale community prob- 1
West Eighth Street. Hoi- the truth that God is sufficient for
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ed a transfer company in Grand ary Rally held in Grand Rapids Joe, one daughter, Mrs. Edwin Netherlands in 1869. Her husband, Miss Nellie Israelsand Mrs. Sadie judge advocate.
In Ticket to Driver
"Piper."
Widmer covered the distance in
last week. Theme of the rally was Lindberg; four grandchildren; Gerrit J. died May 27, 1956. She Van Oort Prizes went to the MesRapids until his retirement
A Holland man escaped with Surviving are the parent*, Mr.
Besides Mrs. Mulder he is sur- the work of women in the church two sisters, Mrs. Frank Van Oss was a m e m b e r of Graafschap dames Bertha Driy, Tillie Seekamp 22:36 and finished a lap ahead of
Carroll Bennink of Hope. Ron Den bruises Saturday afternoon when a and Mrs. Fred Rescorla, 113 South
vived by a son, Earl, of Lansing; Mrs. Helen Deierlein of Detroit, and Mrs. Henrietta Lament, both Christian Reformed Church.
and Jean Kuhlman.
Uyl of Hope was third.
c o n v erti ble he was driving Fourth St., Grand Haven} a litter,
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
a brother, Joseph of Grand Rapids, Michigan District Christian Growth of Jamestown; three brothers,
Hillsdale took fourth through swerved off M-21 near 80th Ave. Mn. Richard Peacock of Grand
Chairman, conducted a workshop Gerrit Huizenga of Corinth, Wil- Alvin Beintema of Holland; four
and four grandchildren.
on women’s work in the church. liam and Arden Huizenga of sons. Fred, John H., Iman of Divorce Granted
eighth while Harry Risters of Hope and rolled over.
Ledge; five brothers, William of
Mrs. E. Benke and Mrs. A. Jamestown; one brother-in-law, Elmhurst. HI., Frank at home;
GRAND, HAVEN (Special) was ninth. Hope's John Needham, Delbert McGuskey, 46. La k e Grand Rapids, C h a r 1 e s of St.
Two Cars
Deising were selected as a nomi- Arthur De Kock; one «ister-in- five grandchildren;one sister, CircuitCourt Tuesday issued a di- who was beaten in a race for the Shore Dr., was thrown from his Louis, Mo., Robert of Holland,
Two cars received minor dam- nating committee for the offices law, Mrs. Joe Vander Heuvel of Mrs. Cornelius Boven; four vorce decree to Gertrude Arbo- tape, was 11th and Andy Felix of car as it hit the shoulder of the Donald of Spring Lake and Russell,
age Saturday afternoon when they of president and secretary for the Jamestown.
road. Ottawa County deputies said a student at the Universityof
brothers.Cornelius Koeman, Louis gaat for Crtrles Arborgast,both Hope was 12th.
sideswiped at the intersecUon of coming year. Hostesses for the
Michigan.
the vehicle was demohshed.
Koeman, Abe Koeman of Holland of Grand Haven. Custody of the
17th and 16th Sta. Ottawa County evening were Mrs. W. Poulias and
New Mexico first was explored and Andrew Koeman of Borculo; two minor children was given to One of the nicknames of North Deputies issued McGuskey a
deputies identified the motorists as Mrs. R. Stolp.
in 1540, colonized by the Spanish two brothers-in-law, Herm Prins the mother.
Dakota is the Flickertail state, ticket for reckless driving. They There, are three great classifiErnest Marier, 16, of . 155 West
in 1588, became an American ter- and Fred J. Schuurman; two sisbecause of the abundance of said he was passing another car at cations of rocks constituting the
15th St. and Frederick Stanton, Basque is an unclassifiedlangu- ritory in 1846 and a state of the ters-in-law, Mrs. Jacob Koeman
The pyramids of Egypt were flickertailsquirrels in that re- a high rate of speed when he lost earth's surface— Igneous, sedimenSr„ 59, of 149 East 26th Su
age w#h a doubtful origin.
Union in 1912.
and Mrs. Grace Menken.
tary and metamorphio.
control.
built from 1800 B.C to 300 B.C gion, (i
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Hawkinson Memorial

Two Fourth Quarter TD's

Service to Be Friday

Give Zeeland Second

Mrs. Edith S. Sampson, member lecturer of the department of
of the executive committee of the state in Germany and Austria and
United States Commission for in 1951 and '52 the lectured extenUNESCO who has just returned sively in the Scandinavian counfrom a lecture tour of the Middle tries and many European cities,
East, will be the third annual as well as serving aa an observer
Hawkinson Memorial Lecturer. for the National Council of Negro
The announcement was made to- Women to -the sixth session of the
day by Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, pres- General Assembly In Paris.
A native of Pittsburgh,Pa., she
ident of Hope College.
The lecture will be given In studied at the New York School
Hope College Memorial Chapel of Social Work and the School of

ZEELAND (Special) —

Pounding

over two touchdownsIn the fourth
quarter, Zeeland High's gridders

blanked Sparta, 134 Friday night
before 2,500 Homecoming alumni
and fans at Zeeland Athletic Field.

A Sparta fumble on their own
two midway In the final frame
set up the firit touchdown.Dave
Baron, doing a fine job throughout the game, hopped on the bobble
and two plays later Ron Bekins
crashed through center for the
touchdown. Ron Komejan failed to
make the kick as the ball hit the

Friday ate8 p.m. The memorial Social Service Administrationof
lectures were inaugurated two the University of Chicago. While
years ago when Trygve Lie, for- actively engaged in social work in

mer

Win

s e c r e t a r y-general of the Chicago, she attended night school

at the John Marshall Law School
where she obtained her degree.
As a member of the World Town
Hall of the Air, Mrs. Sampson
visited more than 20 countries In
1949, participatingin open debate
UNESCO.
The lectures have been open to on current political questions with
the public for an a d m i s s i o n leading citizens in each country.
The recipientof the 1955 Award
charge. However, this year, according to Dr. Lubbers, Hope of the American Friends of the
College is host to the Michigan Middle East to travel and lecture
Council for UNESCO Oct. 26 and in Turkey, Egypt, Syria, Lebanon,
27 and the college Ls providing Jordan, Iran, Iraq and Israel, Mrs.
this lecture as part of that pro- Sampson has just returned.
Among her professional affiliations she Is chairman of the committee on International Relations
of the National Council of Negro
Women. She is a member of the
executive board of the United Nations Association of Chicago.She
is also a member of the National
Bar, the Chicago Bar and Women's
Bar Associations,and a life member of the National Association of
Women lawyers.

United Nations, spoke. The lectures are a memorial to the late
Dr. Ella Hawkinson,Hope College
faculty member who was especially interested and active in

Holland Reserves
Lose Sth Straight
Holland High’s reserve* were
stopped 19-8 Friday afternoon by
the St. Joseph seconds for their
fifth straightsetback in six tries.

For the Bears. It was just a
case of outfighting Holland and
taking advantageof the opportunities.

left upright.

The Little Dears scored in the
Twenty yards In penalties plus
aome strong Chix defensive work second period on a 19-yard pass
had put the Spartans deep in the play from Gerry Gerphert to Bob
Koch. Bob Moore threw to Koch
hole.

LONG-TIME EMPLOYES - A

Zeeland got control of the ball at
midfield with about a minute to
go. Moving on the ground the
Chix pushed to the 27 quickly.
Here, with the clock showing 11
seconds, Bekins slashed over right
tackle and was away to the races.
Komejan converted.
The Chix. who picked up a total
of 299 yards Including 208 on the
ground, couldn’t get home In the
first three quarters. Most of the
time they were between the 20's.
One time In the second quarter,
the Chix got to the eight but Ron
Beyer was thrown for a loss on
the next play.
For Sparta, which has now lost
six straight games. Nell Andrus
was the big gun. He carried the
ball three out of four downs and
starred on defense.
Rog Yntema, Juidor De Jonge

each year. They elected officers at the Wednesday meeting. All
eligible employes, wnethcr active or retired, are invited to join the
new group.

total of 52 of an eligible 62 veteran

employes of Hart and Cooley ManufacturingCo. met at the Warm
Friend Tavern last Wednesday to form a 25-Year Club. The group
present, representing 1,500 years of senice, voted to meet once

Joseph Zlotnicki, 55,
Of Grand Haven Dies

Veteran Hart and Cooley Employes

Hospital Notes
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were LaVerne Johnson,
route 4: Mrs. Sena Van Dis, 207
East Eighth St.; James Obenchain, 599 Elmdale Ct.; Linda

John Hacklander

Phelps. 13996 Quincy St.: Elsie

Dies at Douglas

GRAND HAVEN (Special!Joseph Ernest Zlotnicki. 55, of 433
Jackson St., died in Buttenvorth
Hospital, Grand Rapids, Saturday
Hart and Cooley Manufacturingafternoon. He had been ill since GRAND HAVEN (Special* Co. employes having 25 years or the death of a brother,Stanley, The Ottawa County Road Commission approved four contracts at
more of service with the company last July 26.
met at a dinner meeting in the He was last employed at the a regular meeting here Thursday.
One bid for underbody scrapers
Tulip Room of the Warm Friend Grand Haven Welded Products
Tavern Wednesday, Oct. 17. to or- Co., and previouslywas in con- went to Root Spring Scraper Co.
ganize a 25-Year Club.
struction work employed by Strom of Kalamazoo at a cost of $1,645 and Baron were >!ie Zeeland deeach. The commission is purchasAll 25-year employes both active & Strom of Muskegon.
fensive standouts.
and retired are eligible for memBesides the wife, he is survived ing two scrapers. The Root Co.
The Chix are now third In the
entered
the
only
bid.
bership and of the 62 eligible mem- by a son, Joseph, Jr., of Spring
Kenewa League with a 2-1 record.
Lowest of three bidders was R.
bers. 52 were present.
Lake; two daughters, Mrs. James
Fremont and Coopersvillea re
Henry Boerigter opened the meet- Hyde of Grand Haven and Mrs. E. Barber. Inc., of Holland for tied for first with 3-0 marks. Sparing with prayer and Andrew Elmer Hyde of Spring Lake; one medium size truck at $1,471.55 tn has a 0-3 league record.
Smeenge gave recognition to both three sisters. Mrs. Delbert Scott and two heavier trucks at $6,293 Statistics:
the company and Employes Relief of Marne. Mrs. Joseph Muller of each.
Z 8
Lowest of four bidders on sand
Society for their gifts of flowers Chicago and Mrs. Joseph Sabo of
First downs
9
u
and candy.
West Spring Lake; two brothers. and gravel haul was Allen Westen208 90
Yards rushing
Ed Scheerhom presentedsome Frank and Z i g m o n d of Grand broek whose bid was $2,375.
91
27
Yards passing
of the historicalbackground per- Haven, also nine grandchildren.
Of the five bids entered, the
Total >%rdage
299 117
taining to members and gave recommission
approved
one
on
comFuneral services will be held
Passes attempted
12
9
cognitionto the organizational from the Van Zantwick Funeral pensation Insurancefor the year
5
Passes completed
2
committee.
starting
Nov.
1
to
A.
H.
Coles
Chapel Wednesday at 2 p.m. with
Passes Intercepted
0
1
In the electionof officers which the Rev. Carl Strange of the Insurance Agency of Coopersville.
Fumbles
0
2
followed. Scheerhorn was elected
Methodist church officiating. Bur- through Auto Owners, at $8,598.79
Fumbles recovered
1
1
president;J.
Jencks, viceA delegation from Holland ap- Punts
ial will be in Plgrim Home cem1-31 4-134
presidentand Bernis VanDe Vusse.
etery. Holland. On Tuesday at peared to voice objectionsto
Penalties
25
3C
secretary-treasurer.
7:30 p.m. there will be a memor- urban right of way. No definite
Jencks spoke about the com- ial service at the Van Zantwick decision was made. Plans call for
Light traveling at the rate of
pany’s interest in the club and
in charge of the Eagles an east • west road between 186,000 miles a second takes 1.2
commentedon the large number Chapel
South Shore Dr. and 32nd St.
Lodge.
seconds to reach us from the
of long-time employes on the commoon.
pany rolls.

New 25-Year Club

Meet, Organize

Spykerman. 502 West 48th

St.;

RoadCommissioii
Approves Bids

Jane Zylman, 236 West 23rd St.;
John J. Hacklander, 74. of Sau- John Rietdyk, 1784 South Shore
gatuck township, East Saugatuck, Dr.; Herman Arens, 132 West 32nd
route 1. died Thursday afternoon St.
at Douglas Hospital following an
Discharged Friday were Linda
extended illness. Born Feb. 20. Phelps. 13996 Quincy St.; John
Mrs. Edith S. Sompson
1885, in Holland, he was the son Brewer, route 4. John Rietdyk.
gram which enables the college to of the late Mr. and Mrs. John 1784 South Shore Dr.; David Laopen it to the student body and Hacklander.Mr. Hacklander had mar, route 1. Mrs. Laurin Hienthe community free of charge.
lived in Holland until 1912. when toon. 254 112th Ave.; *Mrs. Albert
Mrs. Sampson, who was admit- he moved to Saugatuck.He was F. Timmer. 681 Myrtle Ave.; Mrs.
ted to practice law in Illinois in formerly employed by the Pore
Gilbert Zuverink. 104 Spruce Ave.;
1927. is the only woman ever to Marquette Railroad.
John Lemmen. 304 Fourth Ave.;
receive a masters of law degree
Surviving are the wife. Esther; Mrs. Wayne C. Rozema and baby,
in the graduate school of Loyola three daughters. Mrs. Jeanne Bekroute 2; Mrs. W. Dale Geiser and
University. In 1952. John Marshall ken of Douglas. Mrs. Helen Kruebaby, 808 West 24th St.; Mrs.
Law School of Chicago, conferred ger of Hamilton and Mrs. Joyce
August Overway, 401 Howard Ave.;
on her the honorary degree of Busscher of Saugatuck; a son.
Mrs. Clyde Tackitt and baby, New
doctor of laws. Her practice being Martin William of Douglas; 12
Richmond.
mainly in the field of criminal law grandchildren; a sister, Mrs. KathAdmitted Saturday were Mrs.
and domestic relations, Mrs. ryn Dekker of Holland, and two
Sampson was admitted to practice brothers,Dan Hacklander of Doug- George Moes, 563 West 31st St.;
Cornie Kempker, route 2, HamilMusic was provided by Miss
before the United States Supreme las and Ralph of Holland.
ton; Carol Leys, 775 West 26th St.; Marlene Smeenge pianistand WilCourt in 1934.
Harry Mussman. 853 Central Ave.; liam Saggers entertainedthe group
Mrs. Sampson has had wide exErnest Bedell. 221 West 16th St. with movies he had taken during
perience with the United Nations. Two Persons Injured
DischargedSaturday were Carol his travels through Yellowstone NaIn 1950 she served ns alternate
Leys,
775 West 26th St.; Harry tional Park and California.
As
Cars
Collide
in
Fog
United States representativeto the
Mussman, 853 Central Ave.; Mrs.
The 52 members present at the
fifth session of the General AssemTwo persons were Injured Sun- Henry Zyck rnd baby. 337 Lane meeting represented a total of
bly; in 1952 she was recipientof
Dan Bishop. 20 Grand Rapids,
a presidentialappointment to day morning in a two- car collision Ave.; Mrs. Lloyd Var Slooten. 1,500 years of service and Mrs. 1 paid more than $100 in fines as
Walter
Adamaitis
who
has
been
on
US-31
near
the
Port
Sheldon
route
3.
Elsie
Spykerman.
502
serve as an alternate representative of the United States to the Rd. in a rear-end accident which West 48th St.; Betty Lieuwen,316 with the company for 46 years has j the result of an incident here last
West 18th St.; Harold Simpson. 566 the longest service record. Mrs. weekend. Arraigned in Municipal
seventh session of the General occurredin dense fog.
Roger Ritsema. 22 of 1617 Elm Dr.; Elmer F. Lasswell, 417 Adamaitis started with the Com- Court Monday, he paid fine and
Assembly; in 1951 she was a guest
Seventh St. was treated for facial Howard Ave.; Mrs. Norman Ett- pany at an early age in New
Britain. Conn., and was transferredi costs of $57.50 on a charge of
lacerations and left leg injuries. mueller. 114 West 30th St.
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. to Holland in 1929 when the com- malicious destruction of property
Ann Eaton. 39. of 12 East 16th St.
was held overnight at Holland Hos- Basil Kibby, 300 Grand Ave., Alle- pany moved its facilitieshere.
and a 10 - day jail sentence was
The members agreed to hold anpital for treatment of back in- gan; Mrs. Ethelyn Huntley, 166
suspended on condition he make
East 24th St.; Mrs. Gilbert Boerig- nual meetings and the officers will
juries.
restitutionof $13.62 for breaking
select
the
time
and
place
for
the
ter,
route
6;
Henry
Sericr,
169
East
Miss Eaton was a passengerin
a window in the car of Floyd
meetings and send proper notificaa car driven by Fred Simmons. Eighth St.
Mciste. On a charge of assualt
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. tion to all eligible members.
27. of 18 East 12th St. Ottawa
and battery he paid fine and costs
County deputies said both the Sim- George Moes. 563 West 31st St.;
of $57.50. Latter complaint was
mons ’47 model car and the Rit- Mrs. Nathan Becksvoort and baby, VA Issues Reminder
signed by Larry Prins.
sema ’53 model car were total route 6.; Mrs. Marvin Brandt and
Franklin Arndt, 40, Big Falls.
baby, route 1; Mrs. Neal Stearns Of Income Stipulation
losses.
Wis.. pleaded guilty to a drunk
Deputies issued Ritsema a tick- and baby, route 2, Hopkins;Mrs.
The VeteransAdministration to- and disorderly charge and was
et for failure to keep an assured Marienus Harthorn and baby. 169 day advised Michigan veterans, given a suspended 30 - day jail
East 27th St.; Mrs. Wallace Kruit- widows and fiduciaries for children
clear distance ahead.
sentence on condition he leave
hoff, 94 Scotts Dr.
receivingpension checks, that they town in one hour However. Arndt
Hospital births include a daughmay save themselves money by failed to leave the city, got drunk
Join your friends ot The
Damage Set at $250
ter. Carolyn Terese, born Friday notifyingVA promptly of any inagain and was committed to jail.
Bier Kcider. Premium beer,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Douglas
Lemmen.
Two cars received damage esticrease in annual income which
Paying fines were Clarence
notionollyadvertised wines.
mated at $250 Sunday afternoon in 595 Howard Ave.; a daughter, Phyl- would put them above the statu- Luth, of 190 East 35th St., spedlis,
born
Saturday
to
Mr.
and
A conveniently located meeta collision on 96th St. near Bingtory limitations.
ing. $15; Vernon Reschly. 20,
ham Ave. Ottawa County deputies Mw. Donald Stehower, Hamilton;
ing place with traditional
Lloyd H. Jameson. V.Vs region- Westville, Ind., excessive noise,
a
son.
John
William,
born
Satursaid
the
cars
were
driven
by
Dutch atmosphere. Open
al manager for M i c h i g a n. ex- $10; Frank A. King. 19, Benton
LucilleWinckler. 21, of 382 Central day to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van plained that pensions are payable
noon to midnight.
Harbor, speeding, $25; Charles
Ave. and K. J. Vanden Bosch. 60. Niejenhuis. 216 East 25th St.; a to veterans for permanent and toCohen, Chicago, speeding $10;
son
born
Saturday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
of 323 North Michigan Ave.,
tal disabilitiesof a non-service- Stuart Veltman of 515 West
Gerald Mulder, 100 RiverhillsDr. connected nature, and to the widZeeland.
A daughter. Nancy Lynn, born ows and children of deceased vet- 32nd St. speeding,$10; David
Kolenbrander17, of 250 West 14th
Sunday
io Mr. and Mrs. Robert
William Beal, early agricultural
erans for non - service- connected St., failure to control car, $12.
scientistsat Michigan State uni De Weerd, route 4; twin sons, Dan death, providing the applicants
Evelyn Van Iwaarden,18. route
versity, was the first man to cross- Edward and Scott Thomas, born are otherwise eligible.
1. failure to control car. $12;
fertilize corn, thus ushering in hy- Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
To remain eligiblefor pension Darwin Gene Overway, 20, of 320
Bossardet, 165 West 17th St.; a
brid corn.
under the law, according to West 23rd St., failure to control
daughter, Ann Aldrich, born today
World War I. World War n, and car. $12; John Genzink, 63, route
to Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Mikula,
of the Korean conflict may not 6, right at way. $22; Jay Lank516 Howard Ave.
hive an annual income from other heet, 28. of 721 Plasman, stop sgn,
sources exceeding $1,400,without $7; Ronald Lee I^zman 17, route
Driver Issued Ticket
dependents, or $2,700, with wife or 2 Hamilton,speeding, $12.
Dewey L. Ferman of 573 West
James Resseguie,57. route 1. minor children.
20th St., speeding, $10; Robert Exo,
Friday was issued a ticket for
30. of 163 East 34th St., speeding,
careless driving after his car and
$12; Robert E. Slenk. 25 of 818
one driven by CorneliaSantora.
60, of 472 West 16th St., collided
West 26th St., Speeding, $13; Paul
Gale Marcotte. 18, of 1M7 West
at Sevemh St. and River Ave.
Quality 23rd St., speeding, $15; Catherine
Police estimated damage to the
two cars at $225.
Aspy, Indianapolis,Ind. stop sign

for the extra point.
Holland came back in the third
quarter and after
sustained
drive followingthe kickoffmarched quickly to the 15- yard line
where Jim Van Putten hit Ron
Dorgelo with a pass for the TD.
The extra point was not good.
St. Joseph Increasedits lead
in the same quarter when Dahlstrom recovered a Holland fumble

a

on the Dutch

tvyo.

Wayne Taw-

brig swept around end on the first
play for the score.

In the final period. Tawbrlg
found a hole in the middle of the
Dutch line and plowed for 65 yards
and the third touchdovyn.
Holland rushed for only 29 yards
in the game and passed for 72. The
Dutch hit for six out of 11 aerials
and had two Intercepted.
Jan Nienhuis, tackle, and Van
Putten, linebacker, were the defensive Dutch standouts.

Sn//er« Gunshot Wound
Edwrd Anderson, 22, of 194 East
Seventh St. Friday was treated at
Holland Hospital for a bullet wound
in his right thigh. Allegan County
deputies said Anderson accidently
shot himself with a ,22 caliber
pistol while target practicing at
Laketown Park. He waa treated
and discharged.

A

turtle, being toothless, cannot

chew.

D

Young Man Fined
On Two Charges
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BEN VAN LENTE, Agent
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177 Collet Av«,
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supply
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HfaytTo Know Your STATE FARM

CHESTER L BAUMANN,
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Lincoln Street are enjoying a vacation trip to California and other
points of interest in the West.

Phone

rout hostSi

75741

PAUL AND IDNA VAN RAALTI
ACROSS PROM POSTOPFICI

Mr. and Mrs. James McMahon
of Detroit were recent visitors
with Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Vene-

BEN'S ,u,m
STAMPS
370 Roeot

klasen

The Rev. John Guichelaar, pastor of North Street Christian Reformed Church for the past six
years has notified his eongregation that he has accepted a call
given to him by the Oakdale Park
Christian Reformed Church of
Grand Rapids. Rev. Guichelaar
plans to preach his farewell sermon sometime in November.
Mrs. Edward H. Tanis left by
plane Tuesday for Seattle, Wash
to address the West Coast Women's

CLOSED SUNDAYS

Holland

Scrappy tayi:

i

When

always buying

Missionary Conference. Mrs. Tanis
is vice president of the Board of
Foreign Missions of the Reformed
Church in America.
Regular rehearsalsof Handel's
“Messiah'' are being held by the
Zeeland Civic Chorus, under the
leadership of Albert P. Smith of

America need* steel, our

customers need scrap!

.

Grand Rapids. A1 Hofman,

ZEELAND

\

SCRAP

materials

& Metal

Louis Padnos Iron
120 Rivar Ava.

Holland, Mick.

WE SPECIALIZE IN

pres-

ident of the Chorus, stated that
there have been 110 trying out and
there is an overflow of fine talent.
The "Messiah" will again be
presentedin First Christian Re-

Co.

ALL

MAKES

Automatic Transmission
Service

formed Church and thed ate is
Dec. 15
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Derks have
returnedto their home on East
Central Ave., after enjoyinga
three weeks trip through Canada,
stopping at Montreal and Quebec.
They also visited their children,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Shull, in

and Repair

AUTO SERVICE
ST. ,

FENDT'S
344

WEST 16TH

PHOtf E (16660

Maine.

A group of relatives surprised
Mrs. Clara Madderom at the home
of her brother, Russel Raah on
Fairview Road, the occasion being
her birthday anniversary.Those
present included, Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Arens. Mrs. Margery B(H,

**. . .

better than

Mrs. Glen Arens, Miss Dorothy

causing accident, $27; Ivan MelleRudolphusand Mr and Mrs. Paul
ma, 23. Grand Rapids, speeding,
Wigger, all of Holland.
$10; Edwin Copier, of 114 East
The Zeeland League of Reformed
13th St. speeding $15 suspended
Men's Societieswill hold their Reafter trafficschool.
Dominick Joseph Crevola 49, formation Day mass meeting Wednesday at 8 p m. at Third Chrisno address,pleaded guilty to a
tian Reformed Church with the
drunk and disorderly charge and
Rev. John A. De Kruyter speaker.
received a 30-day suspended senRefreshmentswill be served after
tence on condition he Leave town
the meeting.
in an hour.
At the Oct. 23 meeting of the

and you

can't buy

any

MAPLE GROVE'S

extra-safe, extra-healthy,al-

ways-cool, TEMPERATURE

•

CONTROLLED MILK!"

MAPLE GROVE DAIRY
(and Soda Bar)

2

171 MICHIGAN AVE.

PHONE 2137 •

Zeeland Literary Club,

to

thirst, to

home and

Kruif and Mrs. Walker,

Ann Arbor, were recent callDelia Veneklasenof
West Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. Boh Tanis of East
all

ers

at

(fan. fiaalbbL

Mr. and Mrs. John Packard. Mrs.

Mary De

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

Mrs.
George Francis of Saginaw will
present an illustrated book review
Meets at Sligh Home
entitled "Grandma Moses." Mrs.
A new Horizonette group met at Francis is an elected member of
the home of Mrs. Charles R. Sligh, Saginaw City Council, officer of
HI, Thursday evening. Mrs. Sligh Zonta International,chairman of
and Mrs. Paul Douma are the City recreationand liaison with the
board of education for city counleaders.
Officers elected were Mary cil and a director of Saginaw
Rottschaefer.president; Sena Council and also Community Chest.
Havinga, vice president; Marilyn Mrs. Francis chooses to tell only
Martin, recording secretary; true stories about outstanding per^
Sharon Van Noord, corresponding sons who have lived or are living
secretary and Sandie Van .Beek, today and their contributionto the
treasurer. Mary Rottschaefer and world. A woodwind trio consistSena Havinga will be representa- ing of Judy Martin, Leroy Martin
and Paul Wolterdink will provide
tives at the cabinet meetings.
Names for the group are being musical selections and hostesses
considered. Meetings will be held will be Mrs. H. Derks and Mrs.
at the homes of the members. D. Voorhorst. The meeting begins
Next meeting will be a Halloween at 3 pm.
party. Plans for a Christmas
Party sleigh ride are being made.
There are 43 railroadswhich opRefreshments were served by erate more thana 1,000 miles of
Mrs. Sligh.
railroad each in the United Sates.

New Horizonette Group
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Itinerantcoconut pickers

Johore, Malaya, use monkeys to
help them harvest the fruit, the
National GeographicSociety says.
Controlled by leashes,the pickers'
pets clamber up tall palms and
twist off the coconuts.

Zeeland

TWO PUCES TO

PFC. LAVERNE HOEK8EMA, son of Mr. and Mrs.
lA)uis Hoeksema, 810 East
Eighth St., was graduated

Oct

10 from Radio' Repair

School at Fort Lewis. He was.
inducted March 14, 1955, took
basic trainingat Fort Gordon,
Ga., and was graduatedfrom
Radio OperatorsSchool at
Fort Dix, N.J. He is now with
Headquarters Batter}', 38th
Field Artillery Battalion,
Fort Lewis, Wash. Hoeksema
and his wife, the former
Phyllis Molter, are living at
9315 Veterans Dr., SW, Tacoma, 99, Wash.

OVEN FRESH

PASTRIES
TRY OUR
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FANCY CAKES
FRESH BAKED BREAD
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Talk Compares

Engaged

Dutch Are First
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On Three Continents

Team

To Score on Dales

Lots of Hunters,
The TOM IM WI KA Camp Fire
group met at Robert School Oct.
15.. The girls were aaddened" by
the news that one of the girls
would be moving to Chicago, and
let her know that the group would
not forget her. A new girl was
elected In her place for treasurer,
Janet Zaerner. Plans were made
for a Halloween party at the

HILLSDALE (Special) College’sfootball

Women

Hope
squad became the

MIAA team to score a touchdown against league-leadingHillsfirst

dale here Saturday. Then after the
Dales had sewed up their 22nd
consecutive win, the Dutch scored
a second one.
When all tne points had been
counted, Hillsdalehad turned in a
34-14 win for the 4,500 alumni and
fans who had attended the annual
Homecoming at Hillsdale Athletic
Field.

Hillsdale racked up two quick
touchdowns in the opening period
without bothering to get a first
Miss Alma Boers
down. The first came in the first Mr. and Mrs. Joe Boers, route
six minutes of play on a 46-yard 3, Holland, announce the engagepass from Bill Allinder to Walt ment of their daughrer,Alma, to
Poe. Poe waited for the ball on Harris Nykamp, son of Mr. and
the 23 and romped alone into the Mrs. Henry F y k a m p, route 1,
end zone. John Moffat converted. Hamilton.
Three minutes later, Nate Clark,
Little All-American halfback, rambled 64 yards for a touchdownafter
being hemmed in on several occasion during his downfieldflight.
Sticking near the sidelines with
three-man as interference,Clark
ran around, through and under the
Dutch for the second tally, Bill
Dilbone converted.

school,then the girls enoyed some
group singing and games. Reported by Karen Van Slooten.
The O KI HI Camp Fir* Girls
of St Francis met Monday at the
home of Mrs. Bresnahan,their
leader. Roll call was answered
with the' individual Indian names
of each girl Discussion was held
as to what the girls must do to
pass their Trail Seekers rank and
plans were made to make invitations for the Fly-Up Oct. 22. Re-

“The influenceof the status and
stature of American women in the
world today is greater than we
realize," the Womari’s Literary

Club was informed Tuesday by
Elvira T. Marquis, special cul-

Not So Many Birds,

tural ambassadress to Europe for
the U.S>. State Department.
Mrs. Marquis, speaking on “Women of America, Europe and the

As Season Opens

Middle East,” gave a most Interesting three way comparison of
woman’s role on the ^three conti-

y
The number

of hunters

was up

and the number of birds was down,

but the kill was “pretty fair,” in
the Ottawa area during the weekend, Conservation Officer Loren

nents.

|
be
self satisfied and are not receptive
to the pattern of American women. They feel they are superior,
are better housekeepers, more devoted wives and mothers, and the
only thing they envy otj American
women are the electricalgadgets

"European women tend to

Houghton reported Monday.
The slight rain Saturadyand the
heavy fog in many areas dampened woods and fields helping dogs’ and labor saving devices. Die
noses and cutting fire danger. European woman has much the
Houghton said today, however, same legal rights as the Amerithat conditionsare quite dry can woman, but by strong tradiagain and that he had received no tion she really doesn’t care to exported by Scribe, Suzanne word from Lansing lifting the ban ercise these rights.The European
woman has made a profession of
on smoking and camp fires.
Masuga.
A Camp Fire group of Maple- The number of arrests for bunt- being feminine and she loves it.
wood School had a meeting Oct ing violations was “lighter than She loves to coax her husband for
15. They took a hike and learned a'iticipated,” Houghton,said, even the things the American woman
many things about nature. They though four officersfrom the Tra- considers her right without ques^
packed their own lunch for which verse City area were added to the tion,” Mrs. Marquis
Whenever
there
was
a
tendency
leaves
are
gone
or
until
a
heavy
rain
prevents
they have earned an honor. Report- enforcementstaff.
PICKER-UPPER
City crews and the big
to sound critical.Mrs. Marquis
ed by Scribe. Gaudia Reek.
the work. Lawn caretakers have been advised
vacuum cleaner for leaves are busy all day and
Grand Haven State Police re- vith definitecharm balanced the
The
WI
CA
KA
WEES
of
Waunot to burn the leaves but rake them to the
ported two hunting accidents Sathalf the night sucking up the leaf-piles Holland
kazoo School had their meeting urday. In the morning, Nelson picture with a variety of facts and
gutters where the loader can pick them up.
Outside of Clark's run. the Dales
fakers have been sweeping from their yards all
Monday. Oct. 15. Two newigirls Nagelkirk, Jr., 18. route 2. West often concluded, “It is not for me
gained only two yards rushing in
(Sentinel photo)
fall. The machine will be in operation until the
were welcomed into t he gtoup, Oiive, received about 25 pellets to judge."
the first quarter while Hope wqs
TTie picture is different in Asia
Janice Jalving and Edith Caauwe.
picking up 24.
in both legs and was admittedto where women are just emerging
,
it
Seven
girls qualifiedfor honors by
And that Hope yardage was
Zeeland Hospital. He was alleged- after mqny years of utter obscurreciting the Trail Seekers Desire
chewed
out
practically yard-forly shot by Gerald Kooyers. 38, of ity. For generations, it was their
Oldest
for memory. A leave hike was
yard as the Dutch drove 73 yards
330 North River Ave., Holland, lot to bear the children and work
planned for Friday from 11 a.m.
for their first touchdown.
while hunting in Olive township. in the fields, and now that they
to 1 p.m. The girls must plan and
Scratching on the ground, (the
In the afternoon.13-year-old have come into their own they
pack their own lunch for an honor.
longest gain of the drive was five
Mrs. Ruth Durfee, leader, treated. John Margo, route 2, Grand find it exciting and gratifyingand
yards), Hope added four passes in
Mrs. Pearline Vredeveld is the Haven was treated by a Grand look to America rather than Euthe drive for a total of 30 yards
Haven physician for a shot wound rope or Russia.
other leader.
Just rake ’em over the curb and
and
after
22
plays
crossed
the
In City at
in his right foot. The accident ocMrs. Marquis feels that this apThe
WE
TO
MA
GUCK
Camp
Dales' goal line with two minutes
don’t worry about them any moi/.
Fire
group
met
at
the home of curred while the boy was huntings peal dates back to the pioneer and
gone in the second quarter.
That’s all it takes to get rid of
Sandy Bontekoe Monday Oct. 15. with his father. Frank, in Grand frontier days when the American
Mrs. John A. One. who cele- Jerry Hendricksoncrashed over
Miss Corol Strobbing
leaves in Holland this fall. With
woman was forced to work side by
Election of officers was held as Haven township.
brated her 96th birthday anniver- from the two and Pete Watt conThe engagement of Miss Carol follows: Greyhen Steffens, presiside with fter husband and assume
the leaf - picker and three or four
sary less than a month ago. died verted.
Strabbing to Herman Kolk. Jr.,
crews of two men each working as
responsibility.She said this was
The Dales got their only first has been announced by her par- dent; Jo Ann Shashaguay. vice Appeals Board Approves
at 9:50 a.m. Monday in Mulder s
not the desire to compete or be
much as 18 hours a day, it won’t
5
president;Marthena Bosch, scribe.
down
in the first half with a four- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
take long for tne bright-colored
ConvalescentHome after a brief
independent but was one of necesThe
girls
have
decided
to
honor
Eighth
St
Additions
play running series after receiv- Strabbing of 647 Church St. Mr.
varmits to be sucked away by the
sity. “The main difference Is that
illness.
their
mothers
at
a
tea
to
be
held
A trucker pulling a car from a
ing a Hope punt and then were Kolk is the son of Herman Kolk,
city’s king-sized vacuum cleaner
The Board of Appeals Monday the woman in Asia wants a change
at Mrs. 'Smallenburg'J* home.
Mrs. Otte, oldest alumna of Hope also forced to punt. After another
ditch on M-21 six miles east of
Sr., of 5216 Luce Ave., Fremont.
for leaves.
Sandy and her mother treated to night approved applications for and the European woman doesn't,”
Zeeland at 6:30 Monday set College, was born Sept. 26, 1860, punt exchange, Howard Rodgers, Mich.
The machine isn’t new. It has off a chain reaction that resulted
pop and cupcakes. Reported by additions to two Eighth St. com- she said.
former Benton Harbor halfback,
It was Mrs. Marquis’ conviction
mercial buildings.
been cleaning this year since the in damage to five vehicles.
Marthena Bosch.
raced a boot back 45 yards to the
that
Asian women choose Amerilast week in September, and has
The
O
WA
TA
NA
Camp
Fire
The appeal of Samuel and
Hope 10 to set up the third first
George Simmons, 39, of 2247
Hunter
Shot Tame Goose; girls went for their first meeting William Fabiano for a 20 by 20 ca over Russia because they feel
cruised the Holland streets since
half touchdown.
Ottawa Beach Rd.. was hauling
their newfound independence
1M7. City engineer Laveme Seme
On fourth down Allinder passed Fines, Costs Total $52.80 ' to the home of Mary Rich. It was foot addition at the rear of their might be curtailed or restricted
the car from a ditch. A car driven
says it’ll be on the job this fall
her birthday, and for refreshments store at 26 West Eighth St. was
to
all-MIIAA
end
Andy
Kincannon
by Gerald Bonzelaar. 48, of 319
under the Kremlin — therefore the
“until “the snow flies or the
ZEELAND (Special)
A she served ice cream and birthday granted, as was a similar applifor seven yards and the touchWest 19th St. slowed down to go
strong
Nationalist feeling.
cake.
For
the
second
meeting
they
leaves stop falling.”
cation submitted by Samuel
down. Moffat kicked the extra point Rochester,- Minn, ‘‘hunter’’Tuesahead.
Criticism of America does exist,
went
on
a
hike
to
Dunn's
woods,
Caruso
at
28
West
Eighth
St.
After the leaves are whisked into
day
was
fined
535
and
57.80
court
to make it 21-7 at halftime.
but Mrs. Marquis feels that it is
A car following, operated by
the truck, there’re taken to the
Both applicants intend to build
Nate Gark scored his second and conservation costs for shoot- and are planninga hike to MacNicholas Woodwyk, 44, of 247 Alatawa for the next meeting. Mary on a line with the J. C. Penney based more on envy and Jealousy
cemetery department,mixed with
touchdown
'of the game and his ing a tame goose from a moving
pine St., Zeeland, piled into the*
than on any real deeply felt wrongblack dirt and used as mulch.
seventh of the season with a one vehicle Monday afternoon in Hol- Lunn Coster brought taffy apples store, and the fire chief has made
doing on America's part. “Many
two
cars
and
truck
resulting in
for
refreshments.
These
girls
are
Seme and the leaf crews are one
no objection to the proposals.
yard plunge off tackle midway in land township.
$375 damage, Ottawa County dedark - skinned people feel they
6th
graders
at
Jefferson
School
led
George
Gettring.
visiting
in
Kalof the few groups in the area that
the third quarter.
have been exploited by the white
puties said.
by
Mrs.
Rich
and
Mrs.
Kleis.
are happy about the long spell
A fumbled Jerry Hendrickson amazoo, shot a goose owned by
race and they do not separate
Ten minutes later, as deputies
without rain. The loader isn’t any
punt attempt on the Hope 27 had Clarence .South, route 3. Holland, The TA WAN KA Camp Fire one of us a pumpkin. Then we Americans from the people who
cleared
up
the
mess,
a
vehicle
group
of
Beechwood
School
had
and
was
seen
by
Richard
Pleyte
good for picking up wet leaves—
set up the Dales fourth scoring
went to the O WA IS SA LX)DGE
were their white masters.”
driven by Gladys Kotman, 21,
they’re too heavy to be sudked up
opportunity.It took the winners of Kalamazoo who was riding in their meeting at Toni Knutson’s. and picked some grapes and preShe explainedthe work of the
route 6, collidedwith the rear of
We
had our campout Friday night.
a
car
behind
Gettring.
The
goose
and blown around.
six plays to grind out the yardage
pared them for jam. We then had United States Information Service
a car driven by John Vander Werf,
We
did
a
little
square
dancing
and
was
on
the
ground
when
shot..
In case it rains and drenches the
Moffat again converted. For the
a business meeting and ate dinner.
Pleyte informedconservation of- then popped pop corn. The leader We also had an archery class. Re- which spends 52 million compared
piles along Holland’s curbs, a trac- 43, route 3, Zeeland, who had
record, the kick traveled two
with Russia's 52 billion for propaficers. who saw to it that Gettring drew a silhouetteof each of the
tor with a plow will have to roam, slowed down as he approached the
yards.
ported by Carol Essenburg.
ganda purposes. She said the aim
the streets and push the leaves first accident.
Another Hope punt (they booted was arrested when he returned to girls. In the morning we hiked in
The first meeting of the O KI of the United States is to do the
Deputies said damage to the
Kalamazoo.
Justice
Hilmer
C. the woods and looked for small
into piles. Then a swinging end
10 times in the game) was blocked
DA KO Camp Fire group of Lake- little things on the grassroots level
loader will dump them into the last two cars was minor.
on the Dutch 18 with the fourth Dickman levied the fine and also plants for a terrarium. We are now wood School was held Monday, with a long - range view to the
ordered
Gettring
to
pay
South
510
planning
our
Halloween
party.
waiting truck. This process works,
quarter four minutes old. Warren
Mrs. John A. Otte
Oct. 15 at the home of Mrs. future.
for the goose
Scribe, Marcia Van Rhee.
but takes longer and costs more
Knowles. Officers were elected as
in Albany. N.Y.. but came to Hol- Spragg and Lee Jones, a couple
“Helping Asia Is helping ourThe
CHESK
G1A
MAY
than the vacuum cleaner system.
'allows: president, Patty Rooks;
land at the age of throe months of seasoned MIAA warriors got in
selves. Such aid creates a potenFire group of Van Raalte School
Although the men and the machvice president, Dinah Ter Horst; tial for the future and a potential
when her father, Dr. Philip Phelps, the way of the kick and Kincannon
met with their leader Mrs. Paauwe
ine are busy from 6 a.m. to sometreasurer, Dianna Windermuller;
was
called
here
to
become
the pounced on the hobbling ball just Locals
for trade. We need export business
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Horning
on
The hunting season opened Sattimes as late as 1 a.m., Seme has
before it went out of the end zone
scribe, Judy Bower man: vice
first president of Hope College.
and
we must help the people of
Oct.
15.
Phyllis
Harringsma.
presiurday
in
spite
of
protest
from
asked rakers not to try to give
for the final Dales touchdown.
scribe, Linda Cramer. We collectAsia to help themselves,” she
Some years later Dr. Phelps addent, opened the meeting. The secthe city a helping hand by burning many farmers because of the
Moffat made the extra point.
ed our dues and then planned our
said.
retary gave her report and so did
the piles they have accumulated. drought. A fine observanceof the mitted his daughter and another
A 52-yard pass play with two Ferris Institute
Halloween party for Oct. 31 at
Mrs. Marquis spoke highly of
girl as college students as an e.\the
treasurer.
We
answerd
to
roll
rules
was
shown
by
the
hunters
If the leaves are burned, the
minutes remaining gave the Dutch
Mrs. Knowles home. In charge of
by recitingour Indian names and refreshmentsare Dianna Winder- the 'American women overseas and
asphalt pavement will be burned, and no fires or accidents occurred perment because he was having a their final score. The play went
hard time selling the Dutch from Jack Faber to Hendrickson, BIG RAPIDS - Thirty - two each told what it meant We re- muller; games. ElizabethGrote, the simplicitywith which they live
too. and then the street repair crew A fine drizzlelater in the day cut
students from Ottawa County are
showing the essence of good taste
settlerson education for women.
will have to be called upon to fix down the fire hazard, but did not
who got behind the defense,caught among the 1.826 students who are peated the Camp Fire Law and Judy Bowerman will teach us a
made a record singing the law of new song at our next meeting. We and behavior. Yet the influenceof
the damage— at the taxpayer’s ex- dampen the high spiritsof both Thus in 1882, Frances Phelps and the ball on the 15 and pulled
registered this term at Ferris In- the Camp Fire Girls. Lucinda
hunters and their dogs. The catch Gertrude Alcott became Hope's away. Watt converted.
pense.
are to find and remedy one fire American films has its effect, and
stitute.
the question asked most often confirst
women
graduates.
Miss
Alcott
was consideredbelow normal.
Hope out first-downed the win- The Ottawa County students Brown treated. The meeting was hazard in our homes and we are
Mrs Helen Lemmen and daugh- later married Prof. A.E. White- ners, 9-6 and the Dales were held are: Jacquelyn Alice Capitano, closed by singing the Camp Fire going to make a flag for our Camp cerns such screen stars as MariClosing song. Reported by Fire room. These are for our lyn Monroe and Lana Turner
ter. Darla, of Allendalevisited nack.
to 190 yards rushing, their small- Jay Richard Casemier. John Jowhom many European women reBarbara Horning.
Mrs. Jack Nieboer Tuesday.
Just a little over a week ago, est total of the season.
seph CzJnder. Elizabeth Gailitis, The 4th meeting of the OT YO “home craft" honors. We also gard as the average American
The school children enjoyed a Mrs. Otte was honored at the Hope The Dutch had nine men leave the
passed one honor of hospitalityby
Norman Edward Groth, John New- KWA Camp Fire group met at the
two-day vacation Thursday and College Homecomingas the oldest game with various bumps. It
having our party in our room. We woman.
Social
man. William Richard Ten Have, home of Norma Owens. SuggesMrs. Alvin D. Bos president,
Friday while Mrs. Nephew attend- living graduate of the institution. appears -that center Gene Van
sang the Camp Fire Closing
Grand Haven; William Charles
ed Teachers Institute in Grand She was invited to ride on a float Dongen and Earl De Witt, both Boyle, David L. Crnnmer, David tioas were made for the places we Song. Mrs. Tellies Knowles and presided at the meeting. Mrs.
William E. Kirchgessner. mana- Rapids.
could visit. Some of the girls re- Mrs. James Hayward are our lead- Bruce M. Raymond called attenbut was unable to do so because of with hurt legs early in the game
William Cotts, Donald Ebcls, Tom
ger of the Grand Rapids office of
Mrs. Clara Looman spent Tues- a cold which later developed into may miss Hope’s home contest Andrew Klomparens,James Park- peated the Wood Gathers Desire. ers. Reported by Scribe, Judy tion to a public affairs meeting
the Social Security Administration, day at the home of her niece, bronchitis.
next Tuesday at 1 p.m. which will
Norma Owens served potato chips, Bowerman.
against Olivet here Saturday night er Pollock. Allen Jay Riemersma,
spoke at the regular meeting of Miss Anna Looman.
soft drinks and candy bars. ReThe G1ESK GIA MAY Camp be in the form of a* political rally.
Mrs. Otte spent many years in at Riverview Park.
Harold Arthur Van Houdt, Elmer ported by Scribe, Adel Von Ins. Fire group met with their leader Participatingin the discussionwill
the Holland Exchange Club MonJohn Overway injured his hand China as the wife of Dr. John A.
The Dales have now won six Veldefer, all of Holland.
day
The O WA IS SA Camp Fire Mrs. Paauwe at the home of Mrs. be the candidates for state senate
last week at his place of employ- Otte, a medical missionary. After straight games this season and
Richard Duane Snyder, Donald group -of Van Raalte School met Homing. After the meeting was and house — incumbents Gyde
He gave an overall picture of ment in Holland and it was neces- his death, she returned home to
have a 4-0 MIAIA mark while the Dorman Tasker. Coopersville.
the working of the Social Security
at Mrs. Brown’s home. We went' opened the girls sang songs and Geerlingsand George Van Peursary to amputate part of one of Holland where sh£ lived for many Dutch have a 1-2 MIAA recond and
Kenneth Jay VandeBunte, Hud- to Mr. Grabowskis house and he recited the Camp Fire Law. Then sem and their Democratic oppolaws but placed emphasis on the
years.
She
was
the
oldest
memthe fingers.
1-4 overall.
sonville;Wesley Warner, Ferrys- took us on a wagon to pick ap- they made pins with their name nents. Jan B. Vander Ploeg and
most recent changes. Probably the
Mrs. Sarah Hassevoort and ber of Hope Church which had been Statistics;
burg; William Sheldon Antisdale ples. We picked 10 crates. We on out of plastic tooth picks and Malcolm Ferguson. Mary Emma
most important was the dropping
founded
by
her
father.
He
had
Shirley visited the Alvin Molewyk
Hope Dales III. Frank Charles Boonstra. Kenof the age limit for women to 62
sang a song for him and he gave alphabet macaroni.Committies Young will be the moderator. All
family in East Saugatuck last organizedthe church in 1862 for First downs
9
6 neth DeJonge, Gordon Disselkoen,
years. Another one that would afus tomatoes and apples and each were picked for the Halloweenpar* club members are invited.
early settlerswho did not speak Yards rushing
week.
88
190 Jerry C. Dunning. Stanley L. Gebfect fewer people is the provision
Dutch.
Passes attempted
12
8 ben. Judith Arlene Oudemolen,
for paying monthly payments to
M. Mrs. Otto's memory of the early
y
Passes completed
5
4 David H. Tyink, Kenneth follink,
the disabled regardless of age.
Faculty Dames Open
days was remarkablycomplete. Yards passing
80
71 Douglas Dale Wierda. Elwood Dale
A disabled child can get Social
She had distinct recollections of the Total yardage
16§
261 Wyngarden, Zeeland; and HarriSecurity payments at any age. Year With Luncheon
assassinationof President Lincoln Fumbles
2
1 son Alden Tiemann, Spring Lake.
Kirchgessneradvised that once
2
one reaches the age of 65 to The Faculty Dames of Hope when she was only five years old. Fumbles recovered
Students came from 82 of the 83
10-233
5-192 counties of Michigan, 10 other
contact the Social Security office College opened the 1956-1957 col- She rememberedthe great fire of Punts
1871
when
she
was
only
11
and
rePenalties
50
130 states and four foreign countries
to find out just what rights one lege year with a buffet luncheon
"A
has. Then too, husbandsshould tell Thursday at Durfee lounge. The called details of the death and
to bring the Ferris enrollment to
7-14 1,826 which is almost triple the
wives about survivor payments. luncheonwas planned and served funeral of Dr. A. C. Van Pwaalte. Hope ..............0 7
Holland's founder, when she was Hillsdale ..........14 7
6-34 enrollment of 1952 when 648 stuHe also stated that at present this by the board members.
Lovely bouquets of autumn flow- 15.
Officials: Joe ’Cooper, referee; dents enrolled.
agency has 22 billion dollar: in
Survivingare two sons. Frank Chuck BoD. umpire; Cas Shaft,
reserve all backed up by guaran- ers decorated the table and lounge.
Mrs. Irwin J. Lubbers opened Otte of University Heights, Ohio, head linesman and Lee Telfer,
teed federal bonds.
Methodist Bible Class
Precedingthe speech. Vern the meeting with words of appre- and John Otte of Hempstead. Long field judge.
Schipperswas inducted into the ciation to the faculty for their co- Is.and; a daughter, Mrs. Edward
Lineups
Stages Annual Banquet
club by ExchangeiteLester Kuip- ope ration and assistanceduring Kraft of New York City; two sonsHope
ers. President Ray Smith presided. the constructionof the music build- in-law, the Rev. George Scholten
Ends— Wiegerink, Menning, BronTwenty-five members and three
Vice President Melvin VanTaten- ing and Kollen Men’s donpitory. of Neshanic, N.J., and the Rev. son. Rottschafer.Coulson, Beuker. guests of the Ladies Bible Gass
Walter
de
Velder
of
Hong
Kong;
hove introduced the speaker. He Mrs. Lubbers recited the 103rd
Tackles— Ter Molen, M. Peelen, of First Methodist Church gatherseven grandchildren and two great De Fouw, Zwemer, G. Peelen, J. ed in the beautifully decorated
also announced that at the next Psalm, followed by prayer.
meeting the club would be addressMrs. E. E. Brand, president, grandchildren.
De Witt.
church parlors Friday evening for
ed by a man from the Mackinac welcomed new and old faculty Memorial services will be held
Guards
Paarlberg, Cantos, their annual banquet
Bridge Authority.
members and discussed plans for at 3 p.m. Thursday in Hope Harris, Brookstra.
In keeping with the class colors,
the year. A get-acquainted and so- Church. According to Mrs. Otte's
Centers — E. De Witt, Van Don- yellow and brown, large bouquets
expressedwishes. Dr. I. J. Lub- gen .Lautcnbach.
cial hour concluded activities.
of chrysanthemumsand lighted
Two Cars Demolished
bers of Hope College and Dr.
Backs. — Grissen, Vander Lind, candles graced the tables and
Marion de Velder of Hope Church Watt, Kuyers, Wetherbee, Rupp, piano. In charge of decorating
In Headon Collision
Celebrate Anniversary
will officiateand Mrs. de Velder Vander Lind, Faber.
were Mrs. John Bekken, Mrs.
One person was injured and With Open House
will sing. Burial will be in Albany.
John Serier and Mrs. Herm Miller.
HUladale
two cars were demolished early
N.Y.
Ends — Kincannon, Jones, Rey- The dinner was arranged by
Monday in
headonn collisio Mr. and Mrs. George De Feyter
Friends may call at the Dykstra nolds, Sommers, Rue.
Mrs. Claudia Thompson, chairman,
on 32nd St near the Windmill plan to celebrate their 25th anni- Funeral Home Tuesday from 2 to Tackles -*• St. Clair, Griffin, assisted by Mrs. Willis Haight and
Station.
versary on Saturday, Oct 27 with 4 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. Friends Deer. Gale, Tobin, Lowe.
’T
Mrs. Thomas Kane. Highlighting
Roy Pugh, 38, Jenison Park, an open house.
are asked to omit flowers but may
Guards — Cockayne. Trippett, the dinner was a birthdaycake
was taken to Holland Hospital for
Their .home at 1419 Lakewood make contributionsfor a memorial
presentedby the president. Mrs.
new city buildina, purchased for $16,000 and
NEW ALLEGAN CITY HALL
Here's the
treatment of head lacerations.He Blvd. will be open to friends, to Mrs. Otte on Hope College camGoldia Fox, in honor of all the
refurbished for $6,000, was financed from a
scene that greeted visitorsto Allegan'snew
Pays Fine
was a passenger in a car driven neighbors and relativesfrom 2 to pus.
members’ birthdays and also the
building
and site fund established for that
city
hall
Tuesday,
first
day
city
departments
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Rev. and Mrs. John O. Hagans.
by Rufus Saylor, 27, of 1746 West 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
purpose
by
the administration of Mayor W. L
were
open
for
business
in
their
new
quarters
in
Jlyna
Temple,
50.
of
12
East
Sixth
Mrs.
Nina
Daugherty,
teacher,
32nd St.
North
Dakota
is
one
of
five
The couple has five children:
McClelland,nearly 15 years ago. It replaces a
HoUand paid $75 fine and conducteddevotions on the theme
Driver of the second car was Mrs. Gerrett (Betty) Delger of states where farm-stored 1955the former First State Bank building on Locust
Lois Harbison. 19, of 146th Ave. Kalamazoo, Charles, Arlene, crop oats now under federal price $4.30 costs in Municipal Court “Love,” and alsq was in chArge
building constructed in 1886 which was
St. The main room, bn the street floor, houses
Deputies said Saylor was heading Elmer and Mary Ann, all at control may be released,upon ap- Tuesday morning on a charge of of the program which featured
recently partiallycondemned by the state fire
departments dealing directly with the public
west on 32nd St. and the Harbi- home. They also have two grand- proval of the agriculture stabili- reckless driving. The arrest was the showing of slides by Edner
marshall's department.
and
the council chamber. Executive offices are
son vehiclewas eastbound on 32nd children. Janice Kay and Sharon zation commi^fpe or county com- by state police Oct. 10 in Grand Slagh and an informal talk on his
I
looted
on
the
balcony
floor
in
the
rear.
The
trip to Europe last year.
Haven township.
1

|

—
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it

Hope

Just Rake 'em Over Curb;
City Will

said.

Graduate Dies

Do the Rest

96

Chain Reaction

Damages

Cars

-

Camp

Olive Center

Attending

Speaker Explains
Security

noon.

,

/?s

1

A

:

—

a

tWm:

—

—

V,

Ma/
A

i/i.

"

Delger.

'

mittee.
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Engaged

Ewoog
Mia PhyW* Joy
Vender
Mr. end Mrs. Gereld Vi
Zweeg of route 2, Holland, announce the engagement of their
daughter,PhylUs Joy, to Don
Zwagerman, son of Mr. and Mr*.
Ben Zwagerman of route 1, Zeeland.

Driver Charged

-

...

‘

.

mrnm
KITS

Community Chest were

.

•

IN

VOTE CAMPAIGN

..»*>

.....

Junior

Chamber of

Commerce members Donn Lindeman and John

a;

-

—

Fonger hand Mayor Robert Visscher an invitation to "lead" a community-wide every-person
march to the polls on Nov. 6. Jaycee members

s

have planned several attentiongetting prorams to make sure Holland has a record vote
gro
eneral election. The aprons
iv. 6
6
for the Nov.
wearing are
Lindeman and tonger
Fo
additionalreminders. (Sentinel photo)

HIGHEST IN HISTORY - Walt

Wlodarczyk, rolling for the
Rypma-Topp Service Station, bowled a 732 three-gameseries last
week for the highest score ever compiled at the local bowling
lanes. Wlodarczyk accomplished the feat with games of 244, 256
and 232 while bowling in the Holland Businessmen's league at the
Holland Bowling Lanes, l^st year, two over 700 series were recorded but both were under Wlodarczyk'sscore. Jake Boersema
rolled a 724 and Floyd Johnson bowled a 718.
(Penna-SasPhoto)

23 Violators Fined

Dozens
v

o(

Cases

Are Processed
In

Wood’s Court

Dozens of cases were processed
in Justice C. C. Wood's court the
last few weeks.

Charles Keller, route 3. and
Marvin Westerhof, route 1, pleaded guilty to drunk driving charges
and each was sentenced to serve
five days and pay fines and costs
of SKM.30, plus an additional 10
days if fines are not paid. Both
were arrested by sheriff's officers

Indians Score,

Transfers
Twenty-

PhyllisJ. Chaffee et al to Harold

three persons recently appeared
I, Chaffee & wf. Pt Wtt
in Justice Hilmei C. Dickman’s SW*4 34-8-15 Twp. Robinson.
court and were fined for traffic
Harold A. Hansen
wf.

&

violations.

Drivers who appeared were:
Henry Orland Bomera, 24, Hudsonville, no Michigan licenseplate on

nighttime,M-21 in Georgetown
vehicle, 512, and speeding, 59.30;
township, 514. 3n; Kenneth Lcmmen,
Dick Haan,- 47, Hudsonville,red
route 2, speeding 42 in 35, Lakeflasher. 57.30; Eugene Nardin. Jr.,
wood Blvd., 59.30; Adam Edward
17, Grand Rapids, speeding, 59.30;
Ehrenberg,Benton Harbor, speedDean Schut, 20, Hudsonville,no
ing 75 in 55, US-31, 524.30.
muffler, 5t>-30; David H. Gezon,
Edwin Jongekryg, route 4. im32, Grand Rapids, speeding, 59.30.
proper left turn, M-21 and US-31,
John Zwyghuizen, 19, 319 West
59.30; Donald B. Lucas, of 519
Main Ave., Zeeland, excessive
Michigan Ave., speeding 75 in 65.
speed and stop sign, 57.30; James
M-21 in Georgetown township, 514.Calvin Timmer, 21, Grand Rapids,
3u; David Bruce Zoerman, route 1,
speeding. 59.30; Peter Vanden
red light, Douglas and North Berge, 69, Kalamazoo, speeding.
P.iver,59.30; William Bowerman,
10.30; Reuben Herman Zeeb, 22.
route 4. speeding 45 in 35, Lakeroute 1, Zeeland, stop sign. 57.30;
wood Blvd., 59 30; Katherine Simp- Stanley Julius Hamburg. 39. 734

Ken Wheeler,
Warren Westrate,Mrs. William Venhuijen,James Taylor

Civic Center Thursday night. Left to right are
Mrs.

and Mrs. John Vander Wert. Taylor is campaign chairman and
Wheeler is assistant.Mrs. Venhuizen and Mrs. Westrate head
the women's division which expects to raise some $10,500
toward the $66,050 goal. Three more local firms reported 100
percent in the Single SolicitationPlan in which manaaement
matches gifts of employes. They are the Holland evening
Sentinel, Buss Machine Works and Karr Spring Co.

other car was driven by Mrs.
Catherine W. Beckley of Muskegon. Both cars, headed south, had
stopped for the traffic light when
Gelderloos, making a left turn,
•ideswiped the Beckley car, causing minor damge to both can.

The snake • killing secretary
bird uses Its wings as a shield
and a

club.

SAUGATUCK (Special) ton

won the

football

Lawgame, but the

scored their

first

touchdown of

the year while dropping a 21-7 deClaude Mulder & wf. Pt. SE14 cision to the Blue Devils Friday
afternoon.
SE!4 NE^i SW*4 28-8-16 City of
Saugatuckhad two other scoring
Grand Haven.
opportunities but were prevented
Malvina S. Langrell to Alice from capitalizingon them by the
Ruster Lot 46 Pinehurst Add. City clock. An intercepted pass gave
them a first down on the Lawton
of Grand Haven.
35. seconds before the first half
J. B. Leech & wf to William H.
Pickett & wf. Lot 6 Block 7 J. D.

ended. A recoveredfumble gave
them the ball on the Lawton three-

Pickett’s Add. Nunica.

yard line as the

Earl A. Tripp & wf. to Glenn
Dobson & wf. Wtt SWV4 SEV*
NWK 2-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
Albert D. Marlink & wf. to Builders Realty Service, Inc. Lots 178,
179 Sunset Heights Sub. No. 2 Twp.
Georgetown.
Chester Hop & wf. to Ben Sytsma & wf. Pt. Lots 1, 10 Block 7
Leggat’s Add. City of Grand Hav-

Eugene C. Denny & wf. to GerHenry Geerts, 38. route 1. Zee- brand Buis & wf. Lot 19 Te Rolland. speeding, 59.30; Henrietta ler’s First Add. City of Holland.
Henry Klinger & wf. to William
Hirdes, 32. route 1. Zeeland, speedBoersema
& wf. N’a SE14 6-6-14
irg. 59.30; Peter D. Cook, 57. 214
East Central Ave.. Zeeland, speed- Twp. Blendon.
Harry Patrick Jordan to Evering. 511-30, Neal Ver Strate, 50.
Hudsonville, defective brakes. 57- ett Skeels & wf. Lot 8 Block 3
Cutler & Sheldon Add. City of
.30; Bert De Weerdt, 55. 236 West
McKinley Ave., Zeeland, speeding, Grand Haven.
John H. Smidderks & wf. to
59.30; Maynard Mohr, 59, route 1,
Harvey Banning & wf. to Adrian
Zeeland, speeding, 510.30.
pt. 13 Smidderks Sub. Twp. Holland.

the

distributed at a kickoff coffee kletz in

(Stntinol photo)

to

59.30.

Kenneth Dean Burns, 21, 434
Lincoln Ave., Zeeland, speeding.
59.30; Calvin Gene Hannink. 20.

homes for

joy was Saugatuck's as the Indian’s

in Holland township, Westerhof on
Oct. 6 and Keller on Oct. 7.
son, of 5289 136th Ave., driving on
en.
Others appearing were William revoked license, five days and Plainfield St., Zeeland,speeding.

Alexander,Grand Rapids, defec- 51' -30 plus two extra days if not
tive brakes, M-21 in Holland town- paid.
sh.p, 59.30; Kenneth Dale HaverArnold N. Magnnuson.Grand
dink. route 5. speeding 70 in 55. Rapids, wrong way on one - way
US-31 in Holland township, 519.30 street,US-31 in Holland township,
Paul Bouman, of 543 College Ave., 59.30; Holland Johnston,Virginia
speeding 75 in 55, US-31 in Holland Park, speeding 55 in 35 and no
township, 524.30;Jack Klaasen, of operator’slicense. South Shore
57 West 22nd St., speeding, M-21 in Et., 519.30; Phyllis Robertson.
Holland township, 514.30.
4. speeding 45 in 35, Lakewood
Marcilio Callazo. local hotel ad- Blvd., 59.30; Vande Bunte Brothdress, improper passing causing ers, Hudsonville,selling onions and
accident,M-21. 514.30; Bertha cabbage without first labeling
Vanden Berg, East Grand Rapids, same, Georgetown township, 529stop sign, railroad crossing in .3C.
Holland township, 57.30; Ernest
Harold Louis Bennett. Grand Ra-

will canvass

But Lose, 21-7

Zeeland Court

ZEELAND (Special) —
Briney, Benton Harbor, speeding
75 in 55. US-31, 524.30.
Louis E. Bible, Chicago, passing
on right of parked cars, M-21 and
US-31, 55; LeRoy Dale Nieboer,
of 119 Walnut, stop sign, Eighth
and US-31, ;7.30; John A. Wolbert,
mute 2. Hamilton, speeding 65

Ottawa County
Real Estate

In

FOR VOLUNTEERS who

GRAND HAVEN (Special)
State police charged Claude Gelderloos,54, route 2, Spring Lake,
with failure to yield the right of
way after an accident at US-31
and M-104 in Spring Lake township at 10:35 a.m. Thursday. The

game

1

HE brought us PEACE!

Let's help

ended.

Three touchdowns behind In

the

fourth quarter, the Indians hit paydirt for the first time in the varsity history on a five-yard pass

from halfback Victor Mayer to
quarterbackStanley Goshorn.
Lawton had only a 7-0 lead at
the half and a crowd of 125 students and alumni attending Saugatuck's first Homecoming thought
an upset might perfect the day.
But the Blue Devils dominated the
bill after the third period kickoff
and broke through a stubborn defense to make their second score.
An attempted pass w'hich was
stolen from thrower Goshorn's
fmgertips gavj Layton a 35-yard
touchdownand clinched the game.
SaugatuckCoach Harley Henderson. who doubles as superintendent of schools, felt his 18-man
squad really got going after their

protect

it

BACK IKE WITH

score. "We haven't anything to

John Bouma & wf. to Allan E. complain about," he said.
Queen Diana Meyer was crownWaite & wf. Pt. NE>4 NE1' 23Hudsonville, traffic signal, 59.30;
ed by Captain Goshorn at the half.
6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Willard Grant, 32. New Richmond,
Henry Piers & wf. to Burt L. The proceedings as well as playDalles Waldon, of 190 North River, pids, speeding 75 in 65, M-21 in
careless driving. 518.30; Clara WyPost & wf. Lot 5 Allen Acres. Twp. by-play commentary were announexcessive noise, M-21 in George- Zeeland township,514.30; Harold
ma. 35. Marne, speeding. 516.30;
ced by a public address system
town township. 59 30.
Vander Ploeg, of 265 Calvin, speed- William T. Crissman. 62, Lake- Park.
George Wolfert & wf. to Elliott atop an automobile along the sideEverett R. Collins,Benton Har- ing 50 in 40, M-21 in Holland townwood, Ohio, speeding, 511.30; Anne D. Wieck & wf. Lot 53 Cotton- lines. The loudspeaker was anothbor, excessivenoise, US-31, Hol- ship, 59.30; Glenn Geerts, of 824
Kloostra, 43. Grand Rapids, al- wood Heights Sub. Twp. George- er first in Saugatuck'sgrid his' land township. 59.30; B. H. Soper. Pine Ave., stop sign. Drenthe in
lowing unlicensed person to drive. ,town.
tory.
Jr., Grand Rapids, speeding 40 in Zeeland township. 57.30; Violet
512; Paul Northuis, 19. 112 East
John Franzburg to Ben Velt- Friday evening students and a
30 M-21 in Zeeland township,59.30; Hope Zeet, route 1. Zeeland, right
19th St., Holland, traffic signal, house & wf. Pt. SEU SEK 17-5-15 good sprinklingof alumni and
James Denny Turner, Benton Har- of way, M-21 and US-31, 514.30.
59.30.
Twp. Holland.
townspeople attended the "Harvest
Ix.r, speeding 50 in 40, GeorgeEdward George Sears, MuskeAndrew Droge & wf. to Royal Ball” in the school gymnasium
town township,59.30; Robert R.
gon. speeding 65 in 55 nighttime.
Shealy & wf. Lot 20 Steele Sub.
Vander Molen, Grandville.stop
US-31, 514.30; Vernon Van Dyke,
Twp. Georgetown.
sign, realroad crossing. Lakewood
route 4, speeding 45 in 35. LakeBernard Brookema & wf. to CryBlvd., 57.30.
wood Blvd., $9.30; Ivan A Green,
sen Inn Pt. Lot 22 Pcasley’s Sub. Eight
Thomas T. Steers. Muskegon
Grand Rapids, improper left turn,
Hudsonville.
Heights, improper left turn, M-21
Harvey Banning & wf. to Afrian
M-21 and US-31, 59.30; John M.
Members
of
the
Women's
Misand US-31, 59.3C; Howard Clarence
Laskowski, rout 3. Fennville, sionary Union, Classis Holland, Komejan & wf. Lot 14 & Pt. 13
Davis, of 156 Central Ave., red
leaving scene of property damage Reformed Church in America, Smidderks Sub. Twp. Holland.
light, US-31 and M-21. 59.30; Ivan
Daniel J. Markham & wf. to
accident, 534.30; Daniel Barrett, gathered in Central Park ReformEight building permit applicaMeeusen. of 39 East 16th St.,
route 1, driving wrong side of ed Church Wednesday for their Trustees Marne MethodistChurch tions were filed with Building Inspeeding 60 in 50. 59.30; Peter D.
Parcel in Wtf SWV* 35-8-13 Twp. spector William Layman in the
road, US-31 in Grand Haven town- 24th annual conference.
Cook, of 214 East Central ZeeWright.
ship, 514.30.
City Hall last week. Applicants InThe Rev. Gilbert Lum, of the
land, red light, US-31 and M-21,
John L. Schut & wf. to Henry cluded
Cahlo Martinez, of 375 North Chinese Community Church. Sac59.30; FranklinE. Tjalma, of 111
Division, no operator’s license on ramento, Calif., told the morning Luurtsema & wf. Lot 15 John Schut
B. J. Dalman, 321 West 21st
Walnut, 514.30.
person, 59.30; Albert J. Mannes, audience of his work at the church Add. Hudsonville.
St.; erect garage 14 by 22 feet;
Rev. Jay R. Wcener, Grand RaJohn L. Schut & wf. to Peter
Zeeland township, stop sign, rail which will benefit from the DomesVan Slooten and Nyhoff contracpids, speeding 50 in 35, Beach Rd.,
Blauwkamp & wf. Lot 9 John Schut
roao crossing on Lakewood, 57.30; tic Mission Appeal. He also contors; cost. 5600.
Holland township, 514.30; Wayne
Add.
Hudsonville.
John Homeniuk, of 909 Lincoln, ducted a question period. Dr. D.
Nyhoff and Van Slooten. 153
Elgersma, of 167 East 37th St.,
Albert D. Marlink & wf. to
speeding 65 in 55 nighttime, Zee- Ivan Dykstra, member of the comOttawa Ave.; erect new house, 26
Builder's Realty Service. Inc. Lots
entering posted area. Holland
land township, 514.30; John Hud- mittee on internationaljustice and
by 40 feet; selves, contractors;
180, 181 Sunset Heights Sub. No. 2
state park, 52; Lloyd Wooster,
zik, of 97 South Division, drunk good will s oke on Christian citicast, 510,000.
Twp. Georgetown.
Palas Park, 111., speeding 70 in 55,
and disorderly, Holland township, zenship.
Russell DeFcyter, 298 Van
Harry
L.
Bamum
&
wf.
to
Stiles
Holland township, 515; Carl J. De
544.30;Edgar P. Landwher, of 98
Mrs.
Eugene
Osterhaven
led Realty Co.. Lot 38 Little Farms Raalte.; tear off wood porch and
Koeyer, route 4, stop sign, Park
Division,Holland, drunk and disor- morning devotions on the conferreplace with cement porch and
Plat, Twp. Wright.
township, 57.30; Elias S. Vlisides,
derly, Holland township, 529.30.
steps; Gerald Hoekstra,contracence
theme,
"Jesus
Is
Lord."
Stiles
Realty
Company
to
MarDetroit,speeding 40 in 30, Holland
Willard • Anthony Korstanje, Music included solos by Mrs. jorie Geerlings Lot 38 Little Farms tor; cost, 5300.
Uwnship, 57.30; George N. Van
Muskegon, speeding 75 in 65, M-21 Robert Weersing,accompanied by Plat, Twp. Wright.
Jacob Van Dyke, 244 East 15th
Lente, Muskegon, red light, US-31
in Zeeland township, 514.30; David Mrs. Leon Sandy, organist of the
St; remodel kitchen; Beckman’s
and M-21, 59.30.
Alofs, route 3, taking muskmelons day. Mrs. John Olthoff of First ReKitchen Store, contractor;cost,
John Prins, of 11 West 17th St.,
from farm, Holland township, 514- formed Church gave the offertory Student Tells of Work
5350.
Improper left turn. US-31 and M-21,
.30; Wayne Simonsen, of 775 But- prayer and Mrs. Ralph Menning
Peter Kalkman. 131 East 32nd
Among
Mescalero Indians
59.30; Darwin Overway, of 200
ternut, taking muskmelonsfrom gave the closing prayer ^nd noon
St; build swimming pool, 18 by
Scotts, speeding 65 at night, M-21
farm, Holland township, 514.30; blessing.
Charles Johnson, student at 36 feet; self, contractor;cost,
in Georgetown.514.30;Winfred J.
John Korte, Rockford, speeding
In the afternoon Mrs. John Schut Western Theological Seminary was 52,000.
Karsten, of 120 West 13th St.,
59 in 40, Georgetowntownship, of Flushing, N.Y., first president speaker at a meeting of the WoL. Holthof, 282 Van Raalte; put
V speeding 6G in 50, M-21, ’ 59.30;.
59.30.
of the newly-organized Women’s men's Missionary Society of Fourth on insulated aiding; Vander Laan
Frank Dionise, Jr., of 134 East
Joe Bolte, of 119 132 Ave. Department, reviewed conditions Reformed Church Thursday after- Roofing and Siding, contractors;
Main, Zeeland, reckless driving, speeding 55 in 40, M-21 in Holland
in various mission fields and 'ex- noon in the church parlors. He cost, 51,000.
US-31 in Holland township, 529.30, township, 51L30; Grover C. Dun- plained the purpose of the first naTed Kooiker, 151 East 18th St.;
told about his summer work among
Wayne L. Byers, Muskegon, im- lap, Grand Rapids, no mud flaps tional assemblyto be held in April, the MescaleroIndians and showed install overhead . garage doors;
proper overtaking and passing, M-21 in Georgetown township, 55 1957, at Buck Hill Falls. Lambert
self, contractor;cost not estimatedslides of that work.
US-31 in Holland township, 514.30;
Harold B. Gemmill, of 378 Lincoln Ekster, short term missionary
R. E. Van Wieren, 79 East
Johnson said the Mescalerosare
Vernon Jay Pippel, of 340 North Ave., speeding 65 nighttime, home on furlough from South the fastest progressing Indians in Eighth St.; remodel kitchen
Colonial, Zeeland, reckless drivSudan, Africa, told of conditions the United States.Their main in- shelves; self, contractor;cost
Georgetown township, 514.30.
ing, US-31 in Holland township,
in that field.
dustry is cattle raising, he said. 5150.
529.30; Udell Hoffman, o< 169 ManMrs. Garett Vander Borgh pre- They retain many primitive cusH. L. Friedlen and Co., 278
ley, disorderlyconduct, Holland Marriage Licenses
sided at both sessions.Mrs. Wil- toms, he said, and told how many West 13th St.: construct 121.6 by
township, 524.30; Victor Beltran,
.Ottawa County
liam Angus, missionary to the mothers would still carry their 86 foot addition to plant; self, con15th St., speeding 65 in 55. US-31
Julian Horace Bouwer, 21, route Philippines, led afternoondevo- babies in carriers which may be tractor; cost, 512,500
in Holland township, 514.30.
4, Holland, and Carolyn C. Keun- tions. A trio, Mrs. Clarence Maat- strapped on the mother'sback or
Gerrit Lenters, of 84 East 15th Ing, 20, route 3, Holland,Frank fnan, Mrs. Elwyn Maatman and propped against a tree while the
About 48 per cent of the resiSt., failureto stop for school bus Garbrecht, 18, route 1, West Olive, Mrs. Sam Beverwyk, presented mother does her work.
dents of Paris, France, were born
causing accident, 514% 30; Herman and Collene E. Bennett, 22, Grand vocal music. Mrs. Don Brandt gave Mrs. J. Prins conducted the there.
nighttime, US-31 in Holland town- Haven; Elmer E. Monhollen,25, me oftertoryprayer. Closing pray- business meeting. Devotionswere
L Kolk. Fremont, speeding 65 and Nancy Pearl Easter, 18, both er was given by the Rev. Ralph in charge of Mrs. L. Garvelink,
ship, 514.30; Roger Gunneman, of Holland; Erasmo Beltran, 22, Menning. Offering was 5279.66.
Mrs. H. Koeman and Mrs. B. Speet.
route 2, Hamilton, transporting Holland, and Angelito Guajrdo,
Two solos were sung by Mrs. R.
f beer and having beer in posses- 21, route 1, Holland.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
The bloodhound derives its name Ryzenga, accompaniedby Mrs.
sion, Holland township, 539.30;
from the fact that it was the first Kleinheksel.Miss Jennie Boer
HOUAND. MICHIGAN
Christian Van Den Berg, Grand
The mgll box was invented In breed of dog in which a record of closed the meeting with a steward- 27 Im»
PHon* 3693
Rapids, speeding 45 in 35, Lake- 1810 by Thomas Brown, then the pedigrees was kept. Thus it was ship thought and prayer. Hostess
6 frit Vanda Watar, Mfv.
wood Blvd., 59.30; Jerald Kenneth governor ol Florida.
called
|
was Mrs. J. Van Zoeren. *

MICHIGAN’S BEST

Conference Held

Building

At Central Park

Permits Asked

COBO
For
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CONGRESS
(5TH

DISTRICT)

|

FORD is a capable young man with
unusual experience in Federal
Government!

FORD

ia now aerving hit
successfulterm in

fourth

Congress!

is a Navy veteran and was
educated in Grand Rapida public
schools. Universityof Michigan
and Yale Law School!

I

FORD

|

lawyer, won the Grand
Rapids lunior Chamber of Com-

FORD, a

merca Distinguished Service

VOTE

Award! I

FORD also won the United States
Junior Chamber of Commerce Distinguished Service Award!
FORD knows how
in Congress.

And

to represent

you

he's for Ike!

STRAIGHT REPUBLICAN
KPUMCAN

STATI

CMTIAL COMMffIB,

UMMD.

WOMAN

-W.A*.
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SECOND HALF STORY — With

his blockers
openinj; this mammoth hole and pushing away
would-be Holland tacklers,George Walters, St.
Joseph fullback, crashed over the Dutch goal line
for two yards in the fourth quarter for the
game’s final tally to give St. Joe a 27-13 win

Friday night at Riverview Park. Holes like this
allowed the Bears to score three times in the
second half and once in the last minute of the
first half to overcome a 13-0 deficit. On this play
following his handoff, quarterbackLes Knuth
stands relaxed watching the play.
(Sentinel Photo)

Dick Kesterke made the extra

Bears Come Back
In

Second Half

From 13*0

Deficit

point
St. Joe’s record is now 4-1 will)
the lone loss being lSt6 to Grand
Haven in the opener. Holland has
a 2-2-2 mark. The Dutch meet
Grand Rapids South, also holders
of a 2-2-2 record next Friday night
at RiverviewPark.

But Hakes

Show

First downs
apart in the second half Friday Yards rushing
night and St. Joseph capitalized Passes attempted
on the lapse, scoring three times Passes completed
in the final two periods to defeat Passing yardage
the Dutch, 27-13 before 3,500 fans Total yardage
>
at Riverview Park.
It was only the second time in Fumbles recovered
2-78 4-69
eight years St. Joe had beaten Punts
10 45
Holland. The other defeat was a Penalties
20-6 loss in 1954 which coaches
blamed partially on “pheasant St. Joseph
0 7 13 7-27
season.”
7 6 0 0-13
1 HoUand
A similar circumstancemight Officials:Tony Marfia, referee;
have prevailed Friday night as John Hoekje, umpire; Fred Spurthe Dutch had had no school for
geon, head linesman.
the last two days because of teachLineups:

Holland
in 1918

2

2
2

Fumbles

ers’ institute.

Holland

Holland had its worst quarter of

D. BAGWELL in Holland
Saturday morning on a political campaign tour
coincidedwith a welcome shower, the first in
several weeks. Bagwell, Republicancandidate
for auditor general, is greeted here outside the
big

Cobo

for Governor sound truck which was

parked just outside GOP headquarters on Y«
Eighth St. Left to right are George Van
Koevering of Zeeland, county GOP chairman;
Bagwell, Ernie Post, State Senator Clyde H.
Geerlings and Wilhelmine Haberland. Bagwell
spoke later at a luncheon for party leaders.

A

15
10

fell

ARRIVAL OF PAUL

(Sentinelphoto)

blowout on US-31 between St.
Joseph and Holland forced the HolSJ H land High School band to depart
from usual courtesy and perform
6
ahead
of the visitors.
162 101
St. Joe’s band was ready, but
5
the instruments didn't arrive un1
(Following is another in a series
34 13 til midway in the halftime cere- of articlestaken from news of the
monies,
after Holland's musicians
193 130
had taken the field.
Holland Daily Sentinel published
0
The Dutch put on a show based more than 38 years ago.)
0
on toys, starting with a train for- Arrangements are being made for

Statistics:

Holland High’s football team

Bear Band Late,

GOOD HUNTING — Lee Jousma, 114 East 38th St. and Ken
Michmerhuizen, Holland Heights, were out at the opening of
hunting season Saturday and had good luck. The youths had
knocked down their limits before an hour had passed. The pair
was hunting near Eighth St. and the Country Club Rd.

mation. A bow formationwhich
shot an arrow to the “William
Tell Overture" depicted another
toy. The marching, the song and
>er
the sound effectsworked togeth
to set up the “Parade of the Wooden Soldiers.”
A spinning record on an old-time
gramophone blared out “Hound
Dog,” but none of the members
were detected in the famous gyrations that usually accompany the

(Sentinelphoto)
schedule.

Tthe Rev. H. Hoeksema, pastor
of the Fourteenth Street Christian

Reformed Church is in receiptof a
call from the 12tn Street Christian
Reformed Church of Grand Rapids.
The first Reformed church recently was presented with a Service Flag by the Band of Benevolent Workers, according to a story

VanSyckle will

talk on our National Congress.
Ex-SheriffHans Dykhuis and former candidatefor sheriffDelbert
Fortney and County Clerk Orrie J.
Sluiter have joined the new home
guard company recently organized
at Grand Haven. Sixty-three men
are requiredfor mustering in a
company of guards and thus
38 have enlisted.

Thieves Steal Purses

Police Continue Probe

From Downtown Stores

Of High School Blaze

A series of purse thefts from
employes of downtown stores are
under investigationby Holland detectives. The loss exceeds 5538.
Officers said two purses were
taken from the J.C. Penney Co.

Holland police continued their
probe into tbe unexplained fire

appearingin the Saturday. Feb. 9
the appearance in Holland of Dr. issue. The church holds the record
A. S. Warthin of the University of in the city for number of members
Michigan who will deliver an ad- in the service, its representatives
dress here on the subject, “Hygiene there being 29 in all.
Three Cars Damaged
and Morality," began a story in Neil Van Putten, returned soldier
the Wednesday, Feb. 6, issue of from, the trenches, will tell the In Eighth St. Mishap
the Holland Daily Sentinel publish-

ed in 1918.
Hope College has received notice
that the wills of the late Annie
Aycrigg Fuller of Passaic.N.J.,
and that of the late Mary E. Mar-

ami one each from the Seery Shop.
Alexander’s and Rose Cloak Store.
All the stores are on Eighth St.
The purses were behind the counters or in locations where normally only store personnelhave
story of his adventure in print. This
A three-car accident at Eighth access.
The loss included cash, Christannouncement was made Friday
St. and Clover Ave. Saturdaynight
mas saving checks and pay checks.
by the Grand Rapids Herald in a
resulted in damage to the vehicles
three column advertisement.
A piano recital was given by the
'
Funeral Rites Held
Ottawa County deputies said
pupils of Miss Jennie Karsten Friday. Taking part were Kathryn Jack Van Zanden, 41, of 144 Clover For Mrs. Broersma
Dinkeloo, Marie Streicher. Lillian Ave. was preparing to make a left
ZEELAND (Speclali—Mrs. Julia
Ovenveg. Esther Schaap. Harriet hand turn while a second car

Ends— Van Enenaam, Streicher,
the season in the fourth period
with a minus 30 yard net. In fact, Alderink, Boeve.
Tackles — A. Hill, Bronkema. rendition.
vin of Port Jervis,N.Y., have been
the Dutch didn't get into Bear
The show concluded with a salute admitted to probate. In each of
Boerigter,
De Ridder, Kerame.
territory the entire second half.
Guards
Van Zanden, White, to Holland, and St. Joe took its these wills a bequest of 51,000 is
Since their net rushing in the third
cold instruments onto the field for made to the endowment fund of the
quarter was zero for nine plays Schully, Pitcher, Brink.
Boeve. Esther Boeve. Hazel Pond, slowed down as he drove up be- Broersma,72. wife of George
presentation of a hot political local institution. Both Mrs. Fuller
Centers— Aye, Dyke.
Broersma of 1427 37th St., Grand
they finished 30 yards in the red
Alice Ihrman, Clara Wierda, Nella hind him.
Backs-T. Stoel, R. Kuyers, battle.
and Miss Marvin were members Tanis, Mabel Vande Water. E'-elyn A third vehicle, operated by- Rapids, died at East Grand Rapfor the half. They didn’t make a
The Bears started with large of the Reformed churches of which
Teske, W. Kuyers, Hallett,Bolks,
first down.
Ver Burg. Lucile Vander Werf, Douglas Knapp, 16. of 187 West id.. Convalescont Home early SatHolland scored first with the Bonnette, K. Hill, Elenbaas, B. “R" and “D" formations, stand- Dr. Vennema was pastor. The col- Agnes Kragt, Margaret Buttles, 27th St., attempted to stop andjuruay followinga lingeringilling for the big politicalparties. lege has also received a letter from
game only 2:15 old and it looked Stoel, Howard.
Helen Hooker and FlorenceStrei- slid into the sid£ of a car driven ness.
The initials began to fight and Corpus Christi, Tex., dated Dec.
SL Joe
like the game might be a repeat
Survivingbesides the husband
by Delwyn Diekema, 17, of 125
cher.
Ends— J. Harness, Miller, Dase, wound up in a question mark.
25. 1917, containing a check of 51.of last year’s 32-14 rout.
The regular meeting of the Hol- West 21st St. The Van Zanden car are one son, Harold, of Grand
The music answered a few poli- 000 from E. C. and Florence E.
The Dutch held a 7-0 first quar- Moore. ,
Rapids; five grandchildren;one
land Equal Suffrage club will be was also hit.
Tackles— R. Harness, Mix, Jeh tical questions from a box for- Westervelt “to be loaned to worthy
ter lead and then added another
„cm
me WmC
m.o. C.H.
v,.... ...v
held ai
at the
home m
of Mrs.
Me Deputies said damage to the sister. Mrs. F. J. Snyder of Musmation after the fight. Asked if girls to help them get an educa- Bride Monday afternoon.Mrs. W.A. I three cars was estimated at 5400. kegon.
six in the second quarter to lead ske, Nelson.
Guards — Anderson, Neidlinger, income tax was to be abolished tion.”
134) before SL Joe retaliated.
“Sen. Geerlings” replied with Though milder weather has arWes Kuyers cracked through the Williams, Heppler.
“Beautiful Dreamer.” The next rived, the difficulties of the railCenters— Buss, Reddell.
center for 10 yards and the first
Backs —Knuth, C a 1 e n d a r, tax legislationwas describedas roads are by no means over. The
TD on the fifth Dutch scrimmage
play. His 13-yard center smash Bemdt, Walters, Totske, K1 e 1, “Sweet and Low,” and “Nobody traffic on the Pere Marquette was
Knows the Trouble” caused by still considerablytied up today.
earlierand a 16-yard end run by Kesterke, Siewert.
political mud-slingingopponents. Nov. 1, the early morning train
Vem Teske had been the big plays
of the drive which started on the NOTES— Holland wore their new The real trouble with crowded from Chicago was detained at
Bear 44 when guard Jack Scully white helmets, purchased since schools is “Rock-a-byeBaby,” ac- Michigan City for many hours berecovered a fumble on the initial the gymnasium fire two weeks cording to the band. The box cause two engines were off the
alignment concluded with “The track there. A detour had to be
kickoff.
ago
. Line coach Ernie Post was
The second Dutch touchdown back on the job after missing the biggest vote on record,” a ribbon made from Porter to Laporte.
came in the second quarter with Dowagiac game because of illness “X" stretched by the drum maRelativesin Holland have rejorettes.
six minutes to go. Tom Stoel, on
. St. Joe coach Dick Higgs calls
ceived a cablegram announcing the
The Democratic donkey head safe arrivel in France of James
a keep, swept the end for 24 yards, his great end Jason Harness the
sneaking under a couple of tack- greatest athlete he’s ever coached played “Happy Days Are Here De Kraker of this city.
lers and sprintinginto the comer “Jumping Jason,” also a basket- Again" and the RepublicanEleWith the mercury breaking all
of the end zone. Aye’s kick was ball and track star, has been con- phant swung to- “Elephant's Tan- records in the speed with which it
wide.
tacted by several colleges ..... go” before the band put aside pol- ascended in the tube during the last
But from then on it was Bears. Speaking of the crisscross kick- itical rivalries to form the Capitol 24 hours Holland awoke WednesThe kickoff was returned from off which set up the Bears’ sec- dome and play “God Bless Amer- day to find itself warmer than for
the St Joe 15 to the Bear 35 and ond score, Higgs said he uses the ica."
many a day. At 7 o’colck the temthen constant pounding of the line maneuver only rarely . . . Dutch
perature was just 32 above zero,
and running the ends moved to the tackle Allan Hill, who usually pac49 degrees warmer than at 7 o’Dutch 12 in 10 plays.
es the Holland linemen, failed to
clock Tuesday morning.
A five-yard penalty, one of the spearhead the attack In the first
A dollar and twenty five cent
two the Bears had in the game, two quartersand was benched
gas, flat rate. That is what was
put them on the Holland 24 where the most of the second half. . Holdecided upon by the Common CounLes Knuth passed to end Jason land’s passing, their offensive
“Sports" was the theme for the cil last night when it passed a resoHarness, who made a one-handed standby all season wasn't working.
annual Father and Son banquet lution which for the time being, undiving catch on the Holland six. Quarterback Tom Stoel got off only
Thursday evening at First Metho- til the legal controversary with the
The play shook Holland and/ the five tosses and only one was comHolland City Gas Co. can be setdist Church. About 130 fathers and
Bears were home in three plays pleted.. . . ContrastingHolland’s
tled.
sons were present.
with Frank Callendar going over minus 30 yards rushing total in
Dr. L. E. Heasley braved the
George Zuverink, Holland's confrom the one. Knuth passed to the second half was a 134 net in tributionto big league baseball, storms and cold of Monday when
Harness for the extra point.
the opening two quarters. Ron spoke on his life in baseball and the thermometer was registering
This score, which came with one and Jason Harness are brothers.
answered questions. His answer 18 below zero and walked from
minute to go in the first half, Fortunately for Holland, both
to how to pitch to Mickey Mantle Douglas to HoUand through unserved to be the first turning point Harnesses are seniors.
was “letter high and inside." His broken roads, a distanceof 16
according to St. Joe coach Dick
most exciting event in baseball he miles. The interurban tracks were
Higgs. Prior to this point this
considered was hitting a home run blocked for several days and going
season the Bears had never been
for the Flying Dutchmen in the by horse and cutter was next to imheld scoreless that length of time Drivers
ninth inning with two on, winning possible.Mr. Heasley is manager
in recording a 3-1 record.
the game; also his first day re- of the Shorewood farm, a large
Then came the second half. A
poultry establishment,and he- found
porting to the Detroit Tigers.
crisscross on-side kick by tackle
A
baseball glove and American that the feed was getting low to
Ron Harness from the 15 yards out
league official baseball were pre- keep a few thousand chickens well
hit Holland guard Ted Van Zansented to Bobby Wolbrink and fed. Finding no feed either in Dougden on the Holland 45 and Jason
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Stanley Tague, whose names were las or Saugatuck he decided to go
Harness recovered.
Eleven persons appeared before drawn from a barrel by Zuverink. to Holland. This news story appearThe Bears advanced quickly to
Lars Syverson, field examiner for Raymond L. Smith mede the in- ed in the Thursday,Feb. 7 issue.
the Dutch 13 but were stopped.
The track to Grand Haven has
troductions.
Holland’s Ken Hill kicked to the the Department of State, Friday.
Dinner was served by the Wo- not been open since Saturday. In
Dutch 28 and Ron Harness returnThe license of Charles Edward
• Albert E. Cobo is a talented administrator who, by outmen’s Society at tables decorated fact a snow plow and an engine
ed to the Holland 17 and the Bears Cribley, 17, route 1, Coopersville,
are
now
stalled
at
Harlem.
standing
deeds, has become widely known as Tbe Man of
by the Young Methodist Men and
started again.
The Wide Awake Class and the
Achievement!
was suspendeduntil Nov. 1, 1956, Women under supervision of Mrs.
This time they were home in
Young Men’s Bible Class of the
upon recommendation of Probate Claude Lamoreaux.
o Mayor Cobo gave Detroit its greatest era of expansion.
four plays as quarterbackKnuth
Court.
A welcome to the sons was given Sixth Reformed Church enjoyed a
Look
at Detroit’s fabulous Civic Center, expresswaysand
shot off tackle for two yards with
Peter Junior Sloothaak, 20 of 235 by Russell Tague, with Jimmie sleigh ride to the home of John
5:40 left in the third period. Sub
slum
clearance,public bousing, health and recreation
Saggers
near
Graafschaap.
There
East 10th St., Holland, Paul Tague responding. Arthur Martin
halfback Larry Klett busted tackle
achievements.
Elzinga, 19 of 131 West 21st St., and Leonard Rowell led group were about 20 present.
for the extra point and the Bears
R.B. Champion again heads the
Holland, and Elmer Jay Morren, singing. Robert Freers was pro• Albort E. Cobo can do the same for Michigan. Elect hir

—

involved.

that destroyed 52.000 worth of foot-

ball uniforms at Holland High
School Oct. 10.

The

Initiafl

investigationby pol-

ice. fif-eman and state fire marshal's office failed to disclose the
cause of the blaze. The fire was#
confined to the equipment room.
The loss was covered by Insurance. Officers still have not discounted the possibility of arson but
so far nothing has been turned up
that would definitelypoint to arson.

Driver Issued Ticket
John TaLsma, 71. 'route 2 Zealand, Saturday afternoon was iss*
ued a ticket 'for running a stop
sign after a two-car accident on
M-21 near 80th Ave. Ottawa County deputies said the driver of the
second car was Joe Van Der Sloot,
38. Grand Rapids. His only son,
David Van Der Sloot, 11, lost a
tooth in the collision. Damage to
the vehicleswas estimated at 5350,
deputies said.
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Watch Michigan
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GROW

Fathers, Sons

Have Banquet

Appear

For Examination

COBO

took the lead 14-13.

17 of 140 South Division, Zeeland, gram chairman and Harold Roach Holland Rifle Club for another
then on, everytime Holwere each given 30 - days suspen- was master of ceremonies.The year, and all the other officers who
land got the ball, which wasn't? sion.
Rev. John O. Hagans gave the served the club the past y£ar have
often in the second half, senior
been reappointed as follows: Vice
The following were given six benediction.
guard Jerry Neidlinger would
president,Charles Vos; secretary,
months probation: Ted Van
break through and break up the
T.N. Robinson* treasurer, C. Van
Iwaarden, 24, of 204 West 24th St.,
plays. And those he missed, JaThese Folks Didn’t Have Dyke; and Master of Range, M.
Holland; William Elbert Nagy, 46,
son Harness, an end, who had been
Vander Bie.
Jenison; Kenneth Dale Lambers, To Go After a Pheasant
moved to linebacker in the second
“De Wachter,”the Dutch official
24, of
West
17th St.. Holland;
half, got.
The Sidney Gunns of 1353 Lake- newspaper of the Christian ReJoseph Elson Hudson, 22, Grand
Neidlingerbroke through and
Haven; Larry T. Porter, 18, Nuni- wood Blvd., didn't have to go out formed denomination, is celebratpartiallyblocked a Ken Hill punt
ca; Irwin Gerald Emmert, 19, hunting for pheasants Saturday. ing the 50th anniversary of its
on the Holland 19 and Jason HarHudsonville,and Harvey DeWUt, One came to them. When the founding. The paper is being pubness recovered. Four line smashes
22, of 1311 West 32nd St., HoHand. Gunns returnedfrom a shopping lished in this city, coming each
ate up the yardage and Klett
Dennis La Verne Ver Hage, 21 of tour downtown Friday night, Mrs. week from the presses of the Holcrashed through center for two
354% West Central Ave., Zeeland, Gunn noticed two sectionsof a liv- land Printing Co. The first number
with 50 seconds left for the tally.
ing room window were shattered. of “De Wachter" appearedon Feb.
failed to appear.
His run into the center for conAt first she thought it might be ,14. 1868.
version was no good.
kids with a football, or something The school officersof Ottawa
The final St. Joe touchdownwas Marciano Visiting Here
County will hold a meeting for the
else.
set up when Ken Hill dropped a
Rocky Marciano, retiredworld’s However, closer examination purpose of discussing the school
fourth down pass from center and heavyweight champion, and his showed there was a dead cock affairs of the county. County School
was downed by fullback George brother, Louis, are visiting Mr. pheasanton the living room floor Commissioner N.R. Stanton today
Walters on the Dutch 14.
and Mrs. P. T. Cheff of HoUand amid the shattered particles of receiveda communication from
Walters was rewarded three for a few days this week. The glass.
State Superintendent of Public Inplays later by crashing through former champion has been a long
struction,Fred L. Keeler, announcenter for two yards and the TD time friend of the Cheffs and has
is so:metiraescalled the cing that this county has been
with 9:15 left
given the date of March 1 In the
vJ«ted here frequently.
“cross roadsfff the Pacific.”
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